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ABSTRACT
Depoy Jr., Randy S., Ph.D., Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State University,
2020. Mitigating Atmospheric Phase Errors in SAL Data.
Synthetic aperture ladar (SAL) is an emerging remote sensing technology capable of
providing high-resolution, interpretable, and timely imagery. SAL and synthetic aper-
ture radar (SAR) are similar in that they provide high-resolution imagery suitable for a
wide-variety of applications beyond the diffraction limit of the real aperture. Several ad-
vantages of SAL are; realistic imagery resulting from diffuse scattering of optically-rough
objects, fine directionality of laser beam making the technology inherently low probability-
of-detect, and shorter synthetic aperture collection times, all of which result from operating
at optical as opposed to RF wavelengths. With the dramatic decrease in wavelength, SAL
systems become more susceptible to phase errors induced by platform motion, vibration,
and atmospheric turbulence. In this research effort, we focus on mitigating the detrimental
effects of atmospheric turbulence on SAL image quality. We show that traditional auto-
focusing algorithms; Phase Gradient Autofocus (PGA), Sharpness-based Autofocus, and
Sparsity Driven Autofocus (SDA), are unable to mitigate atmospheric phase errors due to
their spatially-variant nature.
We overcome the challenge imposed by spatially-variant atmospheric phase errors through
the use of a model-based image reconstruction framework. Utilizing this framework we im-
plement three different spatially-variant model error correction algorithms; Moving Target
Autofocus (MTA), Spatially-variant Phase Correction (SVPC), and Model-based Atmo-
spheric Phase Correction (MBAPC) algorithms. The MTA algorithm is a spatially-variant
phase error estimation algorithm originally designed for focusing moving targets in SAR.
We develop an image-quality metric (IQM) based parameter tuning algorithm that enables
the success of the MTA algorithm for the unique challenges presented by atmospheric
phase errors. Both SVPC and MBAPC are spatially-variant model error correction algo-
rithms developed to handle atmospheric phase errors corrupting SAL data. In SVPC we
iii
estimate the atmospheric phase error for all targets in the scene, under the assumption that
the scene is inherently sparse. In MBAPC we decompose the atmospheric phase errors
onto well-established spatial basis sets, Zernike polynomials and Fourier series. The spa-
tial basis sets are used to parametrically represent the spatial variations of the atmospheric
phase error throughout the scene.
We implement the model error correction algorithms with a sparse image reconstruction
(SIR) algorithm and quantify their performance using multiple simulations. We design an
atmospheric ray trace simulation to test the efficacy of the three model error correction al-
gorithms for wide-range of turbulence strengths. The atmospheric phase perturbations are
simulated by tracing diverging rays through multiple Kolmogorov-distributed atmospheric
phase screens. Utilizing the developed IQM-based parameter tuning algorithm we opti-
mize each algorithm, in the sense that image sharpness is maximized across all turbulence
strengths. Lastly, we quantify algorithm performance using reconstruction performance
metrics averaged over numerous independent atmospheric realization. In this analysis, we
show that each of the proposed model error correction algorithms are capable of mitigating
the atmospheric phase errors over a wide range of atmospheric turbulence strengths. Lastly,
we derive the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the unknown coefficient parameter
used to model the atmospheric phase errors in the MBAPC algorithm and validate the the-
ory using a Monte Carlo simulation. We show that the MBAPC algorithm is the maximum
likelihood estimator (MLE) for the unknown coefficient parameter under of additive, com-
plex white Gaussian noise (CWGN).
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Abbreviations and Symbols
Throughout this dissertation numerous abbreviations and symbols are used. While the
definitions can be found in surrounding text, this section provides a quick reference.
List of Abbreviations
C.G. Conjugate Gradient
CPI Coherent Processing Interval
CRLB Cramer-Rao Lower Bound
CWGN Complex White Gaussian Noise
H-V 5/7 Hufnagel-Valley 5/7
IQM Image Quality Metric
LFM Linear Frequency Modulated
MBAPC Model-based Atmospheric Phase Correction
MSE Mean Squared Error
MTA Moving Target Autofocus
PGA Phase Gradient Autofocus
RF Radio Frequency
Rx Receiver
SAL Synthetic Aperture Ladar
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SDA Sparsity Driven Autofocus
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SVPC Spatially-variant Phase Correction





ā Position in an aperture, context dependent [m]
ā = [au, av, aw] Position in ladar’s transmitting/receiving aperture [m]
āp = [au, av, aw] Position in pth simulated phase screen [m]
ᾱn ∈ RNo×1 Coefficients for nth atmospheric phase perturbation
B Bandwidth of transmitted LFM waveform [Hz]
c Speed of light [m/s]
Dap Diameter of the real aperture [m]
Dsynth Synthetic aperture length [m]
fc Center frequency of the ladar [Hz]
ḟ Chirp rate of LFM waveform [Hz/s]
fk k
th Frequency sample of the received waveform [Hz]
δf Frequency separation between fast-time samples [Hz]
K Number of frequency samples per received waveform
v
M Total number of points in the reconstructed image
Np Number of pulses collected during synthetic aperture
p̄ = [u, v, w] Scatterer location in the illuminated target area [m]
p̄a = [ua, va, wa] Platform location relative to scene center [0,0,0] [m]
Ra = ||p̄a|| Distance between platform and scene origin [m]
Rp = ||p̄a − p̄|| Distance between platform and target in scene [m]
sLO Local-oscillator optical field
sTx Transmitted optical field
t Fast-time (intra-waveform time) [s]
Tsynth Synthetic aperture collection time [s]
Tp Pulse duration in time [s]
u Image coordinate: nominally corresponds to cross-range [m]
v Image coordinate: nominally corresponds to ground-range [m]
w Image coordinate: nominally corresponds to height [m]
τn n
th slow-time sample in synthetic aperture [s]
v̄p Velocity of sensor platform in the pth phase screen [m/s]
Vp Pre-determined speed of sensor platform [m/s]
Wa, Wr Cross-range and range extent, respectively [m]
WTx, WRx Transmit and receive aperture functions, respectively
δa, δr Cross-range and range image resolution, respectively [m]
δθ Angular separation between waveforms [rad]
∆θ Angle subtended over the synthetic aperture [rad]
Ψ Elevation angle of the SAL collection [rad]
λc = c/fc SAL center wavelength [m]
ωc = 2πfc SAL center frequency [rad/s]
Atmosphere Symbols
γ Turbulence multiplier for H-V 5/7
C2n Structure constant of index of refraction
∆p Slab size of pth phase screen [m]
ΨKn (κ) Kolmogorov Power Spectral Density
Ψp p
th phase screen realization
r0 Coherence diameter of atmosphere
r̃0 SAL coherence diameter of atmosphere
φTx/Rx(ā, p̄, τ) Atmospheric phase perturbation ā→ p̄ at time τ
χTx/Rxi(ā, p̄, τ) Atmospheric log-amplitude perturbation ā→ p̄ at time τ
G0(p̄, ā) Green’s function for vacuum propagation from p̄ to ā
GTx(ā, p̄) Green’s function of atmospheric propagation from ā to p̄
GRx(p̄, ā) Green’s function of atmospheric propagation from p̄ to ā
Algorithm Variables
A ∈ CKNp×M Pre-determined SAL collection model matrix
Ã(Φ) ∈ CKNp×M Atmospherically-perturbed SAL collection model matrix
An ∈ CK×M Pre-determined SAL collection matrix for nth waveform
vi
x̂ ∈ CM×1 Estimate of complex reflectivity (SAL image)
x̄ ∈ CM×1 Pristine, complex reflectivity - vectorized pristine image
x̃ ∈ CM×1 Vectorized defocused image
x̃n ∈ CM×1 Perturbed reflectivity for nth waveform
T = diag{x̄} ∈ CM×M Diagonal matrix of scene reflectivity
ȳ ∈ CKNp×1 Unperturbed, complex phase history data
ỹ ∈ CKNp×1 Perturbed, complex phase history data
ŷn ∈ CK×1 Estimate of complex phase history data for nth waveform
ȳn ∈ CK×1 Pristine, complex phase history data for nth waveform
ỹn ∈ CK×1 Perturbed, complex phase history data for nth waveform
W(∗) Gradient of approximation to norm
Φ ∈ RM×Np Atmospheric phase perturbation across entire SAL collection
ϕ̄n = [Φ]n ∈ RM×1 Atmospheric phase perturbation for nth waveform
β̄n ∈ CM×1 Phasor representation of nth atmospheric phase error
[β̄n(ϕ̄n)]m = exp(j[ϕ̄n]m) Atmospheric phase error in complex exponential form
[β̄n(ᾱn)]m = exp(j[Zᾱn]m) Atmospheric phase error decomposed on spatial base set
Λ(ᾱn) = diag{β̄(ᾱn)} Diagonal matrix of spatially-variant phasor
Λ(ϕ̄n) = diag{β̄(ϕ̄n)} Diagonal matrix of spatially-variant phasor
ε̄ ∈ CKNp×1 Additive complex measurement noise ∼ CN (0̄, σεI)
ε̄n ∈ CK×1 Additive complex noise nth waveform ∼ CN (0̄, σεI)
ξ̄Hn = ỹ
H
n AnT ∈ C1×M Vector used to simplify gradient and CRLB derivation
Ωn = T
HAn
HAnT Matrix used to simplify gradient and CRLB derivation
Algorithm Parameters
ν Super-resolution factor for reconstruction grid
λ1 Lagrangian for image sparsity SIR
λ2 Lagrangian for phase sparsity MTA
λ3 Lagrangian for phasor magnitude MTA
λϕ Lagrangian for phase sparsity SVPC
η Threshold for algorithm convergence
ε Small number for `1 and `2 approximations
Zernike Symbols
OL Lower coefficient number
OU Upper coefficient number
L Diameter of ladar spot size [m]
No = OU −OL Number of coefficients representing atmospheric phase error
v Radial-order of Zernike polynomial
Z ∈ RM×No Zernike polynomial basis set
µ Azimuthal order of Zernike polynomial
ρ Radial position in circular area [m]
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Synthetic aperture ladar (SAL) is an emerging active electro-optic (EO) sensor that pro-
vides high-resolution imagery in a wide variety of remote sensing applications. SAL
sensor’s overcome the limitations of a large physical aperture by synthesizing an aper-
ture extent necessary to achieve a given remote sensing mission. The motion of the SAL
transceiver on-board a sensor platform is used to create a synthetic aperture to obtain the
desired resolution in the cross-range (azimuth) dimension of the image [1, 2]. This col-
lection strategy is motivated by the success of other remote sensing technologies, namely
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [2, 3]. Furthermore, the development of SAL technology is
supported by multiple decades of research and development of both SAR and ladar sensing
technologies.
Being primarily a queued sensor, SAL relies on a larger field-of-view sensor to identify
regions of interest that require high-resolution interrogation. Several advantages of SAL
are: Interpretable imagery of a small region-of-interest resulting from diffuse scattering of
optically-rough objects in the imaged area. In addition, SAL sensors have small angular
divergence of the transmitted energy making it more difficult to detect and jam from a com-
bat identification perspective. Lastly, a SAL sensor provides near real time data collection
of phase history data owing to the drastic decrease in the synthetic aperture length (angular
1
extent) required to synthesize high resolution imagery. Each of the highlighted benefits of
using SAL sensors are directly linked to operating at optical (SWIR) wavelengths [4].
A key technical challenge is the increased sensitivity to common sources of phase
errors, as well as atmospheric turbulence, that are associated with operating at optical
wavelengths [1, 2, 5, 6]. As the sensor platform traverses the synthetic aperture the SAL
transceiver coherently collects phase history data for each of the transmitted waveforms.
Coherent processing of the collected SAL data produces an image of the illuminated target
area with dimensions range and cross-range [7–9]. Each object in the illuminated target
area is resolved into multiple range and cross-range bins making up the desired reconstruc-
tion grid [10]. Uncompensated platform motion, vibrations, and atmospheric turbulence all
result in a loss of coherence across the synthetic aperture and are modeled as an unknown
phase error corrupting the measured data [2,3]. Imagery reconstructed from data corrupted
by phase errors contains blurring and increased multiplicative noise in the cross-range di-
mension [2, 3, 7]. In this research effort we focus on atmospheric phase errors corrupting
simulated SAL data.
The SAL sensor transmits and receives a modulated optical field at regular intervals
throughout the synthetic aperture. As the transmitted optical field propagates through the
atmospheric channel, variations in the index-of-refraction impart spatially-variant phase
perturbation on the optical field. The phase perturbed, optical field self-interferes yielding
an additional spatially-variant log-amplitude perturbation [11, 12]. The perturbed optical
field interacts with the targets present in the illuminated spot on the ground altering what
would otherwise be the target’s associated isotropic reflectivity [1, 10]. The resulting log-
amplitude and phase perturbation vary across the synthetic aperture at the regular intervals
the data is collected. In other words, the propagation path through the atmosphere changes
as the sensor platform traverses the synthetic aperture. As a result the atmosphere imparts
a spatially-variant log-amplitude and phase perturbation that vary as a function of the syn-
thetic aperture position. This will result in a correlated but different phase error on each
2
target in the illuminated spot on the ground [1, 6, 13]. We utilize the atmospheric SAL col-
lection model derived in [1] throughout this research effort to motivate and serve as a key
theoretical starting point for algorithm development.
In this dissertation, we implement a sparse image reconstruction (SIR) algorithm with
various model error correction algorithms [14, 15, 19–21]. The first algorithm we test in
this work jointly estimates the SAL image and a spatially-invariant phase error [15–17].
This is analogous to traditional autofocusing in Fourier-based reconstruction, where phase
errors are estimated then conjugated out the collected phase history data. The model-error
correction step estimates the uncompensated phase error and then incorporates it into the
pre-determined atmospheric SAL collection model. This step introduces information about
the SAL collection that was previous unknown to the SIR algorithm, enabling better recon-
struction of the target reflectivities. The second algorithm jointly estimates the SAL image
and a spatially-variant phase error [18–20]. This algorithm is better equipped to handle the
spatially-variant nature of atmospheric phase errors. We refer to this algorithm as the mov-
ing target autofocus (MTA) algorithm, since it was originally designed to autofocus moving
targets in SAR imagery. Furthermore, we develop a parameter tuning algorithm to enable
the success of the MTA algorithm for the unique challenge of mitigating atmospheric phase
errors corrupting SAL phase history data.
We introduce two newly developed spatially-variant model error correction algorithms
using the aforementioned atmospheric SAL collection model. The spatially-variant phase
correction (SVPC) algorithm directly estimates the spatially-variant phase error corrupt-
ing the phase history data. We incorporate a sparsity constraint on the spatially-variant
phase error to drive convergence and utilize a newly developed parameter tuning algorithm
to provide high-quality image reconstruction. We develop the model-based atmospheric
phase correction (MBAPC) algorithm by introducing well-established spatial basis sets to
represent the atmospheric phase error corrupting the phase history data. We utilize the or-
thogonal Zernike polynomials and Fourier series basis sets to parametrically represent the
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atmospheric phase errors [11, 12, 22, 23]. The spatial basis sets reduce the total number of
unknowns in the model error correction step for each of the collected waveforms across the
synthetic aperture. Furthermore, the spatial basis sets introduce the inherent spatial correla-
tion of atmospheric phase errors to better the model error missing from the SAL collection
model. We show that all of the proposed model error correction algorithms effectively mit-
igate the atmospheric phase errors, enabling higher quality reconstructions using the SIR
algorithm.
The model error correction presented in this work are least squares estimators for the
unknown phase errors corrupting the SAL data. Under the assumption of additive complex
white Gaussian noise (CWGN) the least squares estimate corresponds to the maximum-
likelihood estimate (MLE) of the unknown parameter [24, 25]. We conduct statistical per-
formance analysis of the MBAPC algorithm and validate it via Monte Carlo simulations.
Specifically, we derive the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the estimate of the un-
known coefficient parameter. We show that the MBAPC algorithm attains the CRLB for
high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The Monte Carlo simulation consists of numerous i.i.d.
realizations of the atmospheric SAL collection model. We randomly vary the scene content,
phase error, and additive CWGN for each of the i.i.d. realizations. The underlying simu-
lation parameters match the SAL parameters used in the atmospheric ray trace simulation
introduced next.
The focus of this research effort is on mitigating the atmospheric phase errors corrupt-
ing measured SAL data, ignoring log-amplitude perturbations. We utilize the atmospheric
SAL collection model to simulate atmospherically perturbed phase history data [1]. We per-
turb each targets reflectivity using the accumulated phase across the atmospheric channel
separating the sensor platform and the illuminated target area [6, 23]. To do this we trace
a bundle of diverging rays through 20 equal-strength (equal-r0), Kolmogorov-distributed
atmospheric phase screens, arriving at the atmospheric phase for each target in the scene as
a function of synthetic aperture position. This results in an atmospheric phase perturbation
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on the surface of the illuminated target area that varies across the synthetic aperture i.e.
a spatially-variant phase error. To study the performance of the reconstruction algorithms,
we vary the strength (γ) of turbulence using the Hufnagel-Valley 5/7 turbulence profile (γ×
H-V 5/7). Utilizing numerous atmospheric realizations we compute reconstruction perfor-
mance curves for the proposed model error correction algorithms over a wide range of
turbulence strengths. We vary the multiplier on H-V 5/7 from benign turbulence (γ = 0.5)
to strong turbulence (γ = 4.0) [26, 27].
We quantify the performance of the proposed model error correction algorithms using
well-known reconstruction performance metrics. We consider the image quality metrics
(IQM) consisting of image sharpness, contrast, and entropy [7, 28–32]. Furthermore, we
introduce reference based metrics (RBM) proposed throughout the model error correction
literature, image mean-squared error (MSE), total variation (TV), and target-to-background
ratio (TBR) [15, 19–21]. Using the ray trace simulation we show that a spatially-invariant
autofocusing/model error correction algorithms are not able to mitigate the atmospheric
phase errors corrupting the phase history data. Instead, the reconstructed imagery contains
broadened main-lobe and increased side-lobes corresponding to the phase errors corrupt-
ing the data. Introducing a spatially-variant model error correction, such as the proposed
MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC algorithms, better represents the spatially-variant nature of the
atmospheric phase errors and enables high-quality reconstructions.
1.1 Major Research Contributions
This dissertation presents multiple major research contributions towards understanding the
detrimental effects of atmospheric turbulence on reconstructed SAL imagery and devel-
opment of algorithms to mitigate atmospheric phase errors. We elaborate on each novel
contribution and its associated impact in the following subsections.
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1.1.1 Quantifying Atmospheric Effects on Image Quality
In this dissertation we utilize well-established modeling and simulation (M&S) techniques
to properly perturb a SAL phase history with atmospheric phase perturbations. Specifi-
cally, we implement a ray trace simulation with the proper spatial and temporal statistics
of Kolmogorov distributed, atmospheric turbulence. We validate the statistics using the
phase structure function and its analytical definition under the assumption of Kolmogorov
turbulence.
The M&S techniques for accurately capturing the dynamics of atmospheric perturba-
tions can be lumped into two broad categories, ray trace and wave optics simulation. In
subsection 2.1.3 we review the published research efforts that utilize both M&S techniques
to achieve varying levels of fidelity in ladar simulation. This dissertation builds upon these
previous research efforts and performs an atmospheric ray trace simulation to represent the
atmospheric phase errors corrupting the SAL data. Using the ray trace simulation we pro-
vide reconstruction performance curves for uncorrected imagery and three existing autofo-
cusing algorithms. We compute the performance curves as a function of turbulence strength
(γ), which we define using the Hufnagel-Valley 5/7 (γ× H-V 5/7) turbulence profile. At
each turbulence strength we simulate numerous atmospherically perturbed phase histories
by tracing a bundle of diverging rays through Kolmogorov distributed phase screens.
Previous research efforts only modeled the spatially-invariant (constant) component of
the atmospheric phase error, which does not capture the inherently spatially-variant nature
of atmospheric phase errors. Representing only the constant component of the atmospheric
phase errors results in a spatially-invariant phase error that traditional autofocusing algo-
rithms are capable of estimating and removing. We illustrate this using a single point target
at the center of the illuminated target area. Exercising the existing autofocusing algorithms
on the single point target results in well-focused, reconstructed SAL imagery. Whereas, for
a grid of point targets in the illuminated target area we cast multiple diverging rays through
the atmosphere, with each point target being corrupted by a different atmospheric phase
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error. Introducing the spatially-variant nature of the atmospheric phase errors we violate
the underlying assumptions of traditional autofocusing, making it more realistic, albeit a
more challenging problem to solve. To the best of our knowledge, this is a new result that
motivates the algorithm development necessary to overcome the complexity introduced by
the atmosphere, which is the primary focus of the research in this dissertation.
1.1.2 Advanced Algorithm Development
In this dissertation we focus on developing model error correction algorithms to mitigate
atmospheric phase errors corrupting SAL phase history data. We pair the model error cor-
rection algorithms with a sparse image reconstruction (SIR) algorithm designed to enhance
point-like targets in an image [14]. Previous research efforts developed several model error
correction algorithms for this sparse image formation algorithm [15, 16, 18–20]. In these
publications both the scene and model error are jointly estimated using least squares. The
Sparsity Driven Autofocus (SDA) model error correction is analogous to traditional auto-
focusing [15]. The correction step developed in [19, 20] is a more general spatially-variant
model error correction algorithm. We refer to this algorithm as the Moving Target Auto-
focus (MTA), since it is used to estimate and remove phase errors associated with moving
targets in SAR imagery [16, 18–20]. We recognize the potential of MTA to successfully
mitigate the spatially-variant atmospheric phase errors as well as moving targets. Addi-
tional strategies for iteratively solving the joint estimation problem for target reflectivity
and model error corrections are thoroughly reviewed in subsection 2.1.4.
Using atmospheric SAL collection model as a starting point, we introduce two novel
model error correction algorithms to mitigate atmospheric phase errors. We first intro-
duce the spatially-variant phase correction (SVPC) algorithm that directly solves for the
spatially-variant phase errors corrupting the measured SAL data. SVPC utilizes nonlin-
ear least squares to fit the spatially-variant phase error to the measured phase history data
for each waveform collected. To drive convergence of the SVPC algorithm we derive the
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analytical gradient for use with conjugate gradient optimization algorithm. The SVPC
algorithm relies on sparsity constraints imposed on the spatially-variant phase error for
convergence. Properly tuning the SVPC algorithm is essential for guaranteed convergence
of the algorithms to a well-focused SAL image.
The second algorithm developed in the dissertation is the model-based atmospheric
phase correction (MBAPC) algorithm. The MBAPC algorithm decomposes the spatially-
variant atmospheric phase error onto a set of orthogonal spatial basis sets. We explore
the feasibility of introducing well-established spatial basis sets used throughout the at-
mospheric and optics communities to represent the atmospheric phase errors in the SAL
image [11, 12, 22, 23]. The proposed MBAPC algorithm is specifically designed to handle
atmospheric phase errors. A key benefit of parametrically representing the atmospheric
phase error is that a fewer number of unknown parameters need to be estimated for each
waveform collected. Furthermore, the parametric representation inherently low-pass fil-
ters the estimate of the spatially-variant phase error and incorporates the inherent spatial
correlation of atmospheric phase errors. To encourage convergence we derive the analyt-
ical gradient for use with the conjugate gradient optimization. This research effort culmi-
nated in two papers [26, 27], published describing the algorithm development and testing
of MBAPC algorithm.
In summary, a spatially-variant correction is needed when SAL performance is limited
by atmospheric phase errors. We introduce three model-error correction algorithms capable
of mitigating the atmospheric phase errors reconstructing well-focused SAL images. The
key distinguishing factors underlying the three algorithms can be summarized as follows:
• MTA is a regularized linear least-squares estimation algorithm,
• SVPC is a regularized nonlinear least-squares algorithm,
• MBAPC is a parametric nonlinear least-squares algorithm.
For both MTA and SVPC the regularization terms correspond to emphasizing sparsity in
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the spatially-variant model error correction. The application of MTA to atmospherically
perturbed SAL data is a novel contribution to the literature. To the best of our knowledge,
the algorithm development to arrive at SVPC and MBAPC as well as their application to
correct atmospherically perturbed SAL data is a novel contribution to the literature.
1.1.3 IQM-Based Parameter Tuning
The joint estimation of image and model error is iteratively solved by first estimating the
image and then the model error. The joint estimation continues to refine the estimates for
scene and model error until convergence is obtained. When model error correction algo-
rithms are not used on data corrupted by phase errors, the image estimation step produces
defocused targets with increased side-lobes in the cross range dimension of the SAL im-
age. Model error correction algorithms are analogous to autofocusing in that they enable
well-focused image reconstruction by properly representing the unknown phase error in
the collection matrix. If the model error correction algorithm is not capable of representing
phase errors corrupting the SAL data, then the resulting SIR step will contain cross-range
aberrations associated with the residual phase error.
Each of the three spatially-variant model error correction algorithms used to mitigate
atmospheric phase error requires parameter tuning to obtain well-focused SAL imagery.
This is analogous to tuning the model error correction algorithms to enable convergence
or to properly represent the phase errors corrupting the SAL data. In order to obtain the
best image reconstruction we developed a novel parameter tuning algorithm that obtains
the optimal parameter tuning in terms of maximizing image sharpness. We show that the
(IQM)-based parameter tuning algorithm works well with all three model error correction
algorithms: MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC. We provide a thorough description of the IQM-
based parameter tuning algorithm in section 5.1.
We consider the IQM-based parameter tuning algorithm to be a novel contribution re-
sulting from the research presented in this dissertation. The parameter tuning algorithm
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enables the successful adaptation of the MTA, from focusing moving targets in SAR, to
the unique challenge of focusing targets perturbed by atmospheric phase errors in SAL.
Similarly, the SVPC algorithm requires proper tuning of the sparsity parameter to yield
well-focused SAL imagery. We show that MTA and SVPC have similar sparsity param-
eter spaces that admit straight-forward optimization using grid or line search algorithms.
Lastly, the number of coefficients (i.e. model order) used to represent the atmospheric
phase error in the MBAPC algorithm can be optimized using the IQM-based parameter
tuning algorithm. Similar to traditional model order selection the number of coefficients is
incremented until the atmospheric phase errors are well-modeled by the spatial basis sets.
1.1.4 Statistical Analysis
In this dissertation we conduct statistical performance analysis of the MBAPC algorithm
and validate it with Monte Carlo simulation. The MBAPC algorithm estimates the un-
known coefficient parameters using a non-linear least squares estimation kernel. We intro-
duce the atmospheric SAL signal model and fit the unknown coefficients to the perturbed
phase history data. It is assumed that the atmospherically perturbed phase history data
is corrupted by additive, complex white Gaussian noise (CWGN). Based on this assump-
tion, the MBAPC algorithm produces the maximum-likelihood estimate of the unknown
coefficient parameter. The MBAPC algorithm estimates the coefficients representing the
atmospheric phase errors corrupting the assumed isotropic scene reflectivity. The atmo-
spheric phase errors are well represented using orthogonal basis sets: Zernike polynomials
and Fourier-series basis sets. Using statistical performance analysis and derived CRLB,
we validate that under the assumption of CWGN for which the MBAPC algorithm is the
maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) for the unknown coefficient parameters.
We derive the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the unknown coefficient param-
eter to arrive at the theoretical bound on the statistical performance of the MBAPC al-
gorithm. The CRLB represents the best performance of an unbiased estimator corrupted
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by additive CWGN. In this dissertation, we show that the derived CRLB is a function of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and number of samples collected with the atmospheric phase
error. Considering the atmospheric SAL signal model, the number of samples correspond
to the number of frequency samples collected during each waveform of the SAL collec-
tion. Furthermore, we show that the CRLB varies linearly as a function of the SNR in a
logarithmic space. This result is similar to the CRLB of the unknown phase of a com-
plex exponential, derived in [24]. Interestingly enough, the spatial decomposition of the
atmospheric phase error in the proposed non-linear least squares framework results in a
spatially-invariant coefficient(s) for each waveform collected; hence, the derived CRLB is
similar.
Lastly, we validate the statistical performance analysis via Monte Carlo simulation.
Using the atmospheric SAL signal model we perturbed the phase history data with ran-
domly varying, target reflectivity, coefficients (unknown parameter), and additive CWGN.
Comparing the estimate of the unknown coefficient with true coefficient value is done us-
ing mean-squared error (MSE), which is representative of the variance of the estimate.
Averaging the computed MSE over numerous independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)
realizations, we show that the variance of the MBAPC estimates attain the CRLB for high
SNRs. Given the properties of MLE, we point out that the MBAPC algorithm is asymptoti-
cally unbiased and efficient, meaning that it attains the CRLB as for large data records [24].
From this property we can completely characterize the MBAPC estimates as Normally dis-
tributed, with mean equal to the true coefficient value and variance equal to the CRLB.
1.2 List of Publications
Over the course of the research presented in this dissertation we published multiple papers
going over the algorithm development to mitigate atmospheric phase errors:
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Randy S. Depoy Jr. and Arnab K. Shaw. ”Mitigating atmospheric phase-errors in SAL
data using model-based reconstruction,” 2019 IEEE National Aerospace and Electronics
Conference (NAECON), pp. 384–390, 2019.
Randy S. Depoy Jr. and Arnab K. Shaw. ”Algorithm to overcome atmospheric phase
errors in SAL data,” Appl. Opt., vol. 59, no. 1, pp. 140–150, Jan 2020.
Furthermore, we conduct statistical performance analysis of the MBAPC algorithm and
validate the analysis using Monte Carlo simulation. We plan to publish the results of this
research in IEEE Transactions on Image Processing:
Randy S. Depoy Jr. and Arnab K. Shaw. Analysis of model-based atmospheric phase
correction algorithm. To be submitted to IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, 2021.
1.3 Organization of Dissertation
The rest of this dissertation is organized into the following chapters where we offer in-depth
descriptions of the major parts of our research effort to mitigate atmospheric phase errors
in SAL data. In chapter 2 we provide a detailed introduction to the relevant background
information starting with a thorough literature search covering relevant SAL research ef-
forts, traditional autofocusing techniques, and model-based reconstruction algorithms and
corresponding model-error correction steps. Furthermore, we introduce the atmospheric
SAL collection model used to establish the model based reconstruction framework. In
chapter 3 we describe the simulated SAL data and metrics used to quantify the detrimental
effects of atmospheric phase errors on reconstructed image quality. In chapter 4 we de-
velop MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC algorithms and validate them using SAL simulation with
spatially-variant phase errors. In chapter 5 we present the results of the ray trace simulation
quantifying each algorithm’s reconstruction performance as a function of turbulence mul-
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tiplier. In chapter 6 we conduct statistical analysis of the model based atmospheric phase
correction algorithm and validate it using a Monte Carlo simulation. Lastly, in chapter 7
we provide concluding remarks and offer ideas for future work in the area of mitigating




In this chapter we provide an overview of the fundamental background information used
throughout this research. In section 2.1 we thoroughly review published literature describ-
ing well-established image formation and autofocusing algorithms. In section 2.2 we derive
the atmospherically perturbed SAL signal model essential for simulation of perturbed phase
history data in chapter 3 and algorithm development in chapter 4.
2.1 Literature Review
SAL research and development benefits greatly from the vast amount of signal processing,
image formation, and autofocusing research conducted in the SAR community. In this sec-
tion we introduce several key autofocusing algorithms that are widely accepted throughout
SAR and SAL processing communities. A majority of the research we introduce devel-
ops autofocusing algorithms with the intent of estimating and removing spatially-invariant
phase errors corrupting the measured data, which we review in detail in subsection 2.1.1-
2.1.2. Several key autofocusing algorithms have successfully transitioned from SAR re-
search community to the SAL research community, namely the Phase Gradient Autofo-
cus (PGA) algorithm. In subsection 2.1.3, we introduce published ground demonstrations,
flight hardware, and table top implementations of SAL that demonstrate the technology
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in action. Several of the noted SAL demonstrations implement some sort of autofocusing
to improve the quality of the reconstructed images. However, the focus of these efforts is
estimating and removing a spatially-invariant phase errors. To mitigate atmospheric phase
errors we introduce a spatially-variant model-based reconstruction framework based on
the atmospheric SAL collection model. In subsection 2.1.4, we thoroughly review model-
based reconstruction algorithms and several associated model error correction algorithms
to reconstruct SAL imagery from perturbed phase history data.
2.1.1 Overview of Phase-Gradient Autofocus (PGA) Research
The phase-gradient autofocus (PGA) algorithm is a robust autofocusing algorithm with
deep roots in the SAR community. The algorithm consists of seven algorithmic steps and
interchangeable estimation kernels. Among the seven steps is the crucial step of shifting
and windowing of the synthetic aperture image. This step is essential to remove Doppler
phase bias and improve the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) for estimation [34, 35]. In [36]
the first implementation of PGA is demonstrated on real SAR data. In doing so, the key
algorithmic steps for the PGA algorithm are introduced, which are later formalized in [37],
and the estimation kernel for the instantaneous phase-gradient is introduced. In [34] the
phase-gradient estimation kernel is shown to be the linear unbiased minimum-variance
(LUMV) estimator. The LUMV reduces to the original estimation kernel in the absence of
prior information on the unknown phase error [34]. A weighted least-squares estimation
kernel is derived in [38, 39].
Additional research efforts began exploring the application of shear averaging for SAR
autofocus, detailed in [40]. Further exploration of the shear averaging phase-gradient esti-
mation kernel illustrates the statistical optimality of the kernel as the maximum-likelihood
estimate (MLE) of the phase gradient under the assumption of additive CWGN corrupt-
ing phase history data [37]. The MLE kernel yields an elegant closed form solution when
considering adjacent synthetic aperture positions that directly matches the shear averaging
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kernel. Considering all synthetic aperture positions yields a constant modulus quadratic
problem (CMQP) [37, 41–43]. The optimal solution to the CMQP is well-approximated
using eigenvalue relaxation (EVR) [37,43]. In other words the estimate for the phase gradi-
ent corresponds to the dominant eigenvector of the sample covariance matrix created from
range-compressed phase history data in [37, 41–46]. In [41, 42] semi-definite relaxation
is shown to yield a better approximation to the resulting CMQP yielding better estimates
of the unknown phase error. Unlike the LUMV kernel, the MLE kernel does not rely on
the assumption of a high SCR and performs well across a wide range of operating condi-
tions. In general, PGA is a robust autofocusing algorithm capable of mitigating challenging
spatially-invariant phase errors perturbing measured SAR/SAL data [2, 35, 37, 47, 48].
Atmospheric phase errors are noted in the SAR autofocus literature, but are tradition-
ally treated as spatially-invariant. An example of this is provided in [48], where the effects
of Ionosphere-induced phase errors are mitigated in SAR imagery using PGA. However,
in [49] the atmospheric phase error manifests as spatially-variant effect requiring a block-
based implementation of PGA. Analysis of the estimated phase errors suggest they are
atmospheric (power-law) in nature, as opposed to an image formation or systemic arti-
fact. Furthermore, the power-law variation of the spatially-variant phase errors matches
well-established statistical turbulence models, such as Kolmogorov or modified von Kar-
man turbulence. While ad-hoc block-based autofocusing may prove useful for mitigating
atmospheric phase errors in SAL, we explore a more rigorous framework capturing the
underlying spatially-variant phenomenology and an associated model-based reconstruction
algorithms in this dissertation.
2.1.2 Overview of Image Quality Metrics (IQM) Research
In the previous section we discussed statistically optimal phase error estimation kernels.
In this section we describe a class of autofocusing algorithms that arrive at an optimal
estimate of the perturbing phase error in terms of image quality. In this class of autofo-
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cusing algorithms the estimation kernel itself is formulated as an optimization problem,
where some overall cost function describing image quality is optimized by proper selection
of a phase estimate. Initial research focused on image quality metrics quantifying image
sharpness [50–52]. Evolving into research focused on derivation of general image quality
metrics, termed general sharpness metric autofocusing [28–30, 53]. In [29, 30] a general
image quality metric (IQM) is defined and the analytical gradient is derived with respect
to the correcting phase estimate for power-law sharpness and entropy IQM. Utilizing the
analytical gradient a nonlinear optimization algorithm can efficiently solve for the estimate
of the unknown phase error. The result of the nonlinear optimization will be the optimal
estimate of the phase error in the sense it maximizes image quality.
A theoretical interpretation of the sharpness metric in [54] suggests that the sharpness
metric alone is not the driving reason for image reconstruction; rather, the redundancy of the
phase error across multiple range bins (independent realizations) compels convergence of
the algorithms. In [55] a maximum-likelihood and maximum a-posteriori sharpness metric
is derived for synthetic aperture imaging that is shown to be the same as previous sharpness
metrics [28, 51, 52]. In [56] it is shown that sharpness autofocusing of backprojection
imagery has a unique geometric interpretation that allows for closed form solution of the
phase error at each collected waveform. The optimal estimate of the unknown phase error
maximizes the length of the projection of the backprojected data into an orthonormal 2D
plane. These works present interesting interpretations of previous ad-hoc and designer
sharpness metrics.
Other IQM autofocusing efforts focus on optimizing image entropy [57–61] and image
contrast [31–33]. In [7] a multi-stage, entropy-based IQM autofocusing algorithm is de-
veloped that makes use of the analytical gradient derived for the general IQM autofocusing
algorithm. Each stage successively estimates a single Legendre coefficient representing the
unknown phase error. The use of orthogonal polynomials allows for each stage of the al-
gorithm to operate independently. Furthermore, as more stages are completed the entropy
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of the image is minimized, making it easier for the algorithm to arrive at the optimal values
in later stages. A similar algorithm is developed in [62] that allows for an adaptive-order
entropy autofocus using a specially designed polynomial representation of the phase error.
In [31] the Phase Adjustment by Contrast Enhancement (PACE) algorithm is developed as
a contrast maximization autofocusing algorithm. In the development of PACE the analyt-
ical gradient derivation is similar to the aforementioned general IQM autofocusing with
slight differences arising from the use of contrast IQM. Furthermore, an aperture weight-
ing algorithm based on maximization of image contrast, Amplitude Contrast Enhancement
(ACE) algorithm, is presented in [32]. The combination of ACE and PACE to maximize
image contrast and remove distortions is also considered in [32].
2.1.3 Overview of SAL Research Efforts
Research efforts in synthetic aperture ladar (SAL) community have grown substantially
over the past two decades. Preliminary research into SAL explored the feasibility of plane-
tary sensing from high-altitude platforms and satellites [63,65]. The research arrived at fun-
damental design equations for carrier- and signal-to-noise ratios for SAL systems [63–65].
Ground-based demonstrations of the technology are conducted illustrating the feasibility
of the technology [66–68]. Furthermore, an air-to-ground demonstration of a SAL sensor
is presented in [69]. These efforts offer insight into the technical challenges of design-
ing and operating a SAL sensor for various remote sensing missions. Lab-based explo-
ration of SAL technology further advance the remote sensing applications of SAL and
theory through various table-top demonstrations [70–75]. In [73–76] interferometric and
inverse SAL experiments were conducted with great success. Given the robustness and
ease of implementing the phase gradient autofocus (PGA) algorithm, it is used to restore
coherence in the SAL collection enabling the image formation algorithms to produce well-
focused imagery [73,74]. In [77–79] differential-SAL collection is presented that enables a
straight-forward hardware-based strategy for autofocusing collected SAL data. The D-SAL
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collection strategy utilizes two receive apertures separated in the along-track dimension of
the collection. Paired with this collection strategy is an algorithm to mitigate phase errors
corrupting the measured SAL data using the appropriately sampled receive apertures. An
initial laboratory demonstration of the D-SAL collection is explored in detail in [77]. Ad-
ditional work in [80] explores the sensitivity of SAL collection and information content at
very low signal levels. The experimental demonstration of the SAL collected phase history
data at signal levels near the single photon per pixel in the SAL image, on the average.
Implementation of PGA is used to restore coherence at the low signal levels and further
improve the reconstructed SAL imagery [80].
Autofocusing algorithm development for SAL largely goes hand-in-hand with autofo-
cusing for SAR. A majority of the autofocusing efforts attempt to estimate and remove a
spatially-invariant phase error originating from uncompensated platform motion, un-sensed
vibrations, and atmospheric turbulence [81–86]. The well-established PGA algorithm is
the autofocus algorithm of choice in many of the SAL demonstrations [72, 73, 80, 81, 87].
In [83] the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the unknown phase gradient, estimated
using PGA, is extended for large signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) operating conditions. The
theory indicates a saturation point resulting from speckle phenomenon in SAR/SAL col-
lection, which is validated using a Monte Carlo SAL simulation of uniformly illuminated
rectangular targets.
Modeling and simulation tools allow for unprecedented research into wide-ranging
SAL applications and algorithm development [4–6,84,88,89]. In [5,84] an inverse synthetic
aperture ladar (ISAL) modeling and simulation tool is used to explore the performance of
PGA at low carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) levels and low number of range bins (equivalently,
low number of i.i.d. observations). This analysis is specific to imaging objects in Geosta-
tionary Orbit (GEO), where only a few range bins may contain returns from the object
and small amount of signal power received by the system. A key result of the research is
that PGA can tolerate low CNR levels given there are a sufficient number of range bins
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with returns present to support estimation of the unknown phase errors corrupting the SAL
data [84].
Research on atmospheric turbulence and its detrimental effects on SAL is common
throughout the literature with modeling and simulation techniques making up the major-
ity of publications [5, 6, 89, 90]. A theoretical analysis of the atmospheric limitations on
SAL performance is studied in [1] and validated in [13, 89] using a wave-optics simu-
lation. The result of the theoretical analysis is a SAL atmospheric coherence diameter,
r̃0 = r0/2
5/3, analogous to the coherence diameter prevalent in atmospheric optics com-
munity [11, 12, 91–93]. The coherence diameter represents an atmospheric limitation in
the expected coherent gains associated with growing the synthetic aperture. Autofocusing
techniques (i.e. adaptive optics) produce a phase correction to mitigate the atmospheric
phase errors across the receive aperture and realize the coherent gains of a larger phys-
ical apertures [11, 12]. For atmospheric SAL collections, autofocusing algorithms with
additional processing steps or more advanced algorithms, like those developed in this dis-
sertation, are needed to mitigate atmospheric phase errors and restore coherence across the
synthetic aperture.
In [94] atmospheric phase errors are applied to range-compressed SAL data in a stripmap
SAL simulation to illustrate the detrimental effect of turbulence on image quality. The au-
thors develop the iterative Fourier phase conjugation (IFPC) algorithm to estimate and re-
move the atmospheric phase errors. Overall algorithmic details are sparse, but the algorithm
utilizes existing atmospheric turbulence models to generate the phase estimate, which is
then conjugated out of the range-compressed data. In [95] the Rank One Phase Estimation
(ROPE) algorithm is implemented to estimate and remove generated atmospheric phase er-
rors imparted on simulated SAL data. In each of these efforts the atmospheric phase error is
allowed to vary as a function of range. In this dissertation we develop algorithms to mitigate
atmospheric phase errors using the atmospheric SAL collection model derived in [1]. The
atmospheric SAL collection model more accurately describes the spatially-variant nature
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of the atmospheric phase errors, allowing the phase error to vary in range and cross-range
dimensions of the reconstructed SAL image.
2.1.4 Overview of Model-Based Reconstruction Algorithms
Model-based reconstruction algorithms attempt to enhance certain features in reconstructed
SAL images by introducing prior information describing the assumed statistics of target
reflectivities. In [14] a sparsity constraint (Laplacian prior) is used to enhance point like
features and a derivative operator is used to mitigate the effects of speckle. More recent
work attempts to mitigate speckle in reconstructed imagery. In [96–98], the model-based
iterative reconstruction (MBIR) algorithm is developed. The MBIR algorithm utilizes a
Bayesian estimation framework, which incorporates a Q-Generalized Gaussian Markov
Random Field prior model on the real-valued surface reflectance of the imaged targets. The
reconstructed reflectance value corresponds to the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimate
under the assumption that the phase history data is corrupted by additive CWGN. The MAP
estimate is obtained using iterative coordinate descent of a surrogate function obtained via
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [96]. This algorithm was successfully applied to
both synthetic aperture and digital holography ladar data to mitigate the deleterious effects
of speckle and reconstruct smooth imagery. Furthermore, in [99] sparsity of edge features
in SAR imagery is exploited to mitigate speckle in the reconstructed SAR imagery. In
[101] the variance-based joint sparsity (VBJS) algorithm is implemented on SAR data to
simultaneously mitigate speckle and enhance point-like features.
While each of these model-based reconstruction algorithms offer strategies for enhanc-
ing specific target features, none of the algorithms can mitigate atmospheric phase errors
without a model error correction algorithm. In [16, 18–20] model error correction algo-
rithms for spatially-invariant and spatially-variant phase errors are developed to enhance
the reconstruction of point-like targets using algorithm published in [14]. In [18] the op-
timal spatially-invariant phase error is derived in closed form after expanding the least
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squares expression. The overall algorithm is iterative in that it jointly estimates both sparse
image and model error until it has converged on the optimal estimate of the image. Simi-
larly, in [100] a spatially-invariant phase error is estimated to improve the reconstruction of
imagery using TV regularization i.e. the sparsity of edge features in the reconstructed SAR
imagery. The model error correction step utilizes an analytical gradient for the perturbing
phase error derived in conjunction with a correlation constraint across waveforms [100].
Likewise, the MBIR algorithm also implements a model error correction step based on
what data is being processed by the algorithm. For SAL data the algorithm will estimate
a spatially-invariant phase error to incorporate into the pre-determined collection matrix,
further improving the image reconstruction step [96].
All of the aforementioned model error correction algorithms estimate and remove a
spatially-invariant phase error corrupting phase history data. However, the atmosphere im-
parts a spatially-variant phase error corrupting the phase history data, as described in [1].
In [16, 18–20] an algorithm for joint sparse image reconstruction and spatially-varying
model error correction is presented. Utilizing the sparse image reconstruction algorithm
developed in [14], an algorithm is developed that jointly estimates a sparse image while
autofocusing moving targets [18]. The model error correction step of the algorithm esti-
mates a spatially-variant, unit-amplitude phasor corrupting the measured phase history data
for each waveform collected over the synthetic aperture [20]. Ideally, if moving targets are
not present in the illuminated target area, this spatially-variant phasor would be unity for
each pixel in the reconstructed image. If moving targets (or if atmospheric phase errors)
are present this spatially-variant phasor would contain the perturbing phase error. The al-
gorithm incorporates prior information in the form of sparsity constraints on both image
estimation and model error correction steps. Sparsity in the model error correction step
is enforced given that a small number of the imaged targets will be moving and have a
spatially-variant phase error [16,18,19]. In addition to sparsity, a unit-amplitude constraint
is placed on the model error correction step to encourage a phase only solution [20]. We
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show in this dissertation that this algorithm is applicable to any spatially-varying phase
error given proper tuning of the algorithm parameters (Lagrangians).
2.2 Atmospheric SAL Signal Model
Synthetic aperture ladar (SAL) is an emerging remote sensing technology that extends radar
principles from Radio Frequency (RF) to optical wavelengths (Short Wavelength Infrared
(SWIR)). We rely heavily on well-established theory and principles from synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) and atmospheric optics communities to arrive at the atmospheric SAL signal
model presented in this section. In this dissertation we consider SAL sensor operating in
spotlight-mode collection using a linear frequency modulated (LFM) optical field [1–3, 8–
10].
In spotlight-mode SAL, the sensor platform carrying the SAL transceiver operates
along a nominally straight flight path, relative to the illuminated target area [2, 3, 8, 9].
The linear flight path is used to generate a synthetic aperture to improve the cross-range
resolution beyond diffractive limits [1–3]. We illustrate the spotlight-mode SAL collection
in Figure 2.1. A ladar on the sensor platform illuminates the region-of-interest at regu-
lar intervals with a linear frequency modulated (LFM) optical field. The transmitted LFM
optical field is defined in the transmit aperture, ā, as follows,






where ḟ is the chirp slope, ωc is the radial center frequency, and WTx(ā) is a function de-
scribing the real aperture shape [1–3, 27]. The transmitted optical field propagates through
the atmosphere, illuminating the objects in the region-of-interest, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.2. The transmitted optical field interacts with objects in the region-of-interest and
a portion of the field propagates back through the atmosphere to the receive aperture on the
SAL sensor [2, 7, 27, 69]. Considering a single scattering center located in the scene at p̄
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with reflectivity x(p̄), we can write the echoed field impinging the receive aperture, ā′, as
follows,
Figure 2.1: Spotlight-mode SAL collection geometry.
sE(ā











where G is the Green’s function encapsulating propagation through the atmosphere from
ā to p̄ during a single waveform at time τ [1, 27]. We represent the range between sensor
platform and scattering center at p̄ using Rp = ||p̄a(τ)− p̄||, where the subscript a is used
to denote aircraft and the subscript p is used to denote target location at p̄. Expanding the
transmit and receive paths we can write the Green’s functions as a vacuum propagation
coupled with an atmospheric perturbation, as follows,
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Figure 2.2: Top down spotlight-mode, atmospheric SAL collection geometry.
GTx(p̄, ā, τ) = G0(p̄, ā) exp
[




′, τ) = G0(p̄, ā′) exp
[
χRx(p̄, ā




where, G0(p̄, ā) denotes a vacuum propagation from ā to p̄, χ are log-amplitude pertur-
bations on the optical field, and φ are phase perturbations on the optical field [1]. The
integral over the transmit aperture coordinates, ā, represents the atmospherically perturbed
transmitted field at the object location, p̄, in the scene. This notation encapsulates the self-
interference (log-amplitude perturbations) arising from the propagation of phase perturbed
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optical fields through the turbulent medium [1, 11, 12].
In order to measure the echoed waveform we must perform an optical dechirp-on-
receive with a properly delayed version of the transmit LFM waveform s(ā, t). This process
is analogous to matched filtering the echoed LFM field with a properly delayed copy of the
transmitted LFM field. The delayed version of the transmitted LFM waveform is commonly
referred to as the local-oscillator (LO) and is described mathematically as follows [1],
sLO(ā








The superposition of echo and LO fields is measured on a single detector as a real sig-
nal. The real signal is converted into complex phase history data using quadrature signal
processing. The result is a complex phase history for a single scattering center in the illu-
minated target area [1–3],
y(t, τ, p̄) = x̃(p̄, τ) exp[−jφSAL(t, τ, p̄)]; (2.6)
where y(t, τ, p̄) is the complex phase history data, x̃(p̄, τ) is the atmospherically perturbed
reflectivity, and φSAL is the SAL phase [1].
In [1] the effects of two-way propagation through atmosphere are described as a time-
varying perturbation on the otherwise isotropic object reflectivity, x(p̄), denoted as follows,
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Transmit Path︷ ︸︸ ︷
G(p̄, ā) exp
[
χTx(p̄, ā, τ) + jφTx(p̄, ā, τ)
]
(2.7)
where ā and ā′ represent position in the transmit and receive apertures, respectively. The
integrals over transmit and receive encapsulate the effects of atmospheric turbulence at a
single scatterer location in the scene, p̄. Assuming that the target reflectivity is isotropic, we
can separate the two integrals into a transmitted optical field and a back-propagated local-

















Transmit Path︷ ︸︸ ︷
G(p̄, ā) exp
[
χTx(p̄, ā, τ) + jφTx(p̄, ā, τ)
]
.
The integral over the receive aperture, ā′ , acts as a propagation of the local-oscillator
field through the atmosphere to the scene, thus representing the BPLO field. Each of the
propagated fields results in a log-amplitude and phase perturbation on the surface of the
illuminated targets in the scene. This can be simplified to a single atmospheric perturbation,
as follows,
x̃(p̄, τ) = x(p̄)UBPLO(p̄, τ)UTx(p̄, τ) = x(p̄) exp
[




In this dissertation, we focus on the detrimental effects of the atmospheric phase errors
perturbing the objects reflectivity.
The resulting time-dependent SAL phase is defined as the subtraction between received
echo and LO phases [1–3],
φSAL(t, τ, p̄) = φTx(t− 2Rp/c)− φLO(t) (2.9)
= Υ(t)(Rp −Ra)− (4πḟ/c2)(Rp −Ra)2 (2.10)
= Υ(t)∆R(p̄, τ)− (4πḟ/c2)∆R(p̄, τ)2. (2.11)
The spatial-frequency support of the SAL collection, Υ(t), is defined as,
Υ(t) = 2ωc/c+ (4πḟ/c)(t− 2Ra/c) (2.12)
for the LFM waveform with bandwidthB = Tpḟ [1]. The differential range term is denoted
using ∆R and is defined as,
∆R(p̄, τ) = ||p̄a(τ)− p̄|| − ||p̄a(τ)|| = Rp(τ)−Ra(τ); (2.13)
where, p̄a(τ) is the SAL sensor platform position at the τ th slow-time sample in the syn-
thetic aperture and p̄ is a scatterer’s position in the scene. The differential range term
represents the scatterer’s position in the measured range profile at each collected wave-
form [2, 3, 56]. We assume that residual video phase (RVP), (4πḟ/c2)∆R(p̄, τ)2, has been
removed from the SAL phase term using a deskew operation, as noted in [1], to yield,
φSAL(t, τ, p̄) = Υ(t)∆R(p̄, τ). (2.14)
The result is a linear relationship between spatial domain and spatial-frequency domain,
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that encodes the target’s position in range as the ladar measures phase history data along
the synthetic aperture.
When considering all the scattering centers in an illuminated region-of-interest the mea-













− jφSAL(t, τ, p̄)
]
dp̄. (2.15)
The SAL system samples the measured phase history in fast-time, t, at each slow-time
sample, τ . The sampling frequency, bandwidth of the LFM waveform, and pulse duration
can be used to determine the band-limited frequency samples of the measured phase history


















The sampled frequency support is defined as {fk|k = 1, 2, . . . , K} and slow-time samples
are taken over the total collection time at the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) to yield,
{τn|n = 1, 2, . . . , Np}. Furthermore, the locations of the scatterers in the illuminated
target area are given by {p̄m|m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ′}, where M ′ represents the total number of
scatterers in the target area [10].
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Chapter 3
Atmospheric Effect on SAL Imagery
In this chapter we introduce the adverse effects of atmospheric phase errors on SAL image
quality. In section 3.1 we introduce the SAL simulation parameters used throughout this
research effort and show a matched filter reconstruction of the ideal SAL phase history
data for a set of point targets. In section 3.2 we introduce the ray trace simulation starting
with the turbulence profile used to define strength of atmospheric phase screens along the
slant path. In section 3.3 we utilize the simulated ray trace data to exercise three com-
mon existing spatially-invariant autofocusing algorithms; PGA, IQM, and SDA autofocus
algorithms. Lastly, in section 3.4 we quantify the detrimental effect of atmospheric phase
errors on reconstructed SAL image quality and the three aforementioned spatially-invariant
autofocusing algorithms using well-established reconstruction performance metrics.
3.1 SAL Simulation
In this dissertation we focus on algorithm development to mitigate the detrimental effects
of atmospheric perturbations on SAL phase history data. To test the developed algorithms
we select a single collection geometry and vary the atmospheric turbulence strength over
a wide range of values. We simulate the atmospherically perturbed phase history data
using Equation 2.16 with a random draw of atmospheric phase error to corrupt the object
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− jφSAL(fk, τn, p̄m)
]
; (3.1)
where φSAL(fk, τn, p̄m) = 4πfk∆R(p̄m, τn)/c is the discretized version of Equation 2.14.
The SAL system parameters are defined in Table 3.1. We derive all the sampling and
extent parameters from the diffraction limited spot size for the SAL engagement using
equations described in Appendix A. We arbitrarily selected the resolution of the SAL sys-
tem to be the diffraction limited spot size divided into
√
M = 32 square resolution bins,
δa = δr. Based on this value we compute the LFM bandwidth and synthetic aperture an-
gular extent required to obtain the desired resolutions. Setting the number of pulses and
frequency samples equal, Np = K = 32, provides a critically sampled phase history rela-
tive to the diffraction limited spot size. A summary of other relevant simulation parameters
is provided in Table 3.1.
SAL Parameters Value
Resolution, δaδr Dspot/32
Center wavelength, λc 1.55µm
Number of pulses, Np 32
Number of Frequency Samples, K 32
Collection Time, Tsynth 6.4 ms
Platform Velocity, Vp 160 m/s
Real Aperture Size, Dap 6 inch
Diffraction Limited Spot Size, Dspot 1.22λcR/Dap
Table 3.1: Ray Trace SAL Simulation Parameters
We simulate two different classes of test targets. The first target is an array of M ′ =
12 unit-amplitude point targets distributed in such a way to give range and cross-range
separation. The second test target is an array of randomly distributed point targets with
random amplitudes. Each of these test targets are used as diagnostics for how well the
developed algorithms mitigate atmospheric phase errors.
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We utilize the matched filter throughout this section to form SAL images from the
simulated phase history data. Considering Equation 3.1 we arrive at the matched filtered











where we have removed the dependence on the point target’s location, p̄m, as the matched
filter is computed to all locations in the image formation grid simultaneously. In Figure 3.1
we show the SAL image of the array of unit-amplitude point targets distributed throughout
the illuminated target area. In this image the distribution of point targets is well-focused
with side-lobes emanating from the main-lobe in range and cross-range dimensions. In
this dissertation we define the u-dimension to nominally align with cross-range (azimuth)
dimension of the image. Likewise, the v-dimension corresponds to range with the SAL
sensor being at the bottom of the image.
Figure 3.1: [a] Real part of ideal phase history data. [b] Matched filtered result of the SAL
simulated phase history with the parameters defined in Table 3.1
Throughout all of the remaining sections it is assumed that all of the SAL collection
parameters (platform position, frequency, etc.) are known and used when matched filtering
the simulated phase history data. The SAL collection geometry is kept constant while
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the turbulence strength is varied. All the perturbations in subsequent imagery arise from
atmospheric phase errors simulated by ray tracing through Kolmogorov turbulence.
3.2 Atmospheric Simulation
We simulate atmospherically perturbed phase history data by ray tracing through 20 equal-
strength (r0) phase screens distributed according to a Kolmogorov power spectral density
(PSD),




The spatial-frequency (κ) support of the Kolmogorov spectrum is typically defined over an
inner scale of `0 = 0 and outer scale of L0 = ∞ [11]. The strength of the Kolmogorov
turbulence is dependent on the structure constant of the index-of-refraction, C2n, for which
we use the well-established turbulence model, Hufnagel-Valley 5/7 (H-V 5/7). The H-V
5/7 model assigns a turbulence strength as a function of altitude where C2n values increase
in strength as altitude decreases. For an air-to-ground geometry the atmospheric chan-
nel is decomposed into independent turbulence slabs representing a volume of turbulence
weighted by the corresponding C2n [11, 12, 103].
Volumetric turbulence is modeled using a phase screen placed along the slant path at the
location of the volume of turbulence. Each of the phase screens in the ray trace simulation
represents a volume of turbulence of a given slab size, ∆p, and turbulence strength, C2n,p;
where {p|1, . . . , P} represent numbering of phase screens placed throughout the slant path
geometry. Placement of the phase screens is found by considering both the strength of
turbulence and the slab size required, in order to produce equal-r0 phase screens. As the
turbulence strength increases the slab size or represented volume of turbulence is decreased








where k = 2π/λ is the wave-number and wr0(ζ) is the slant path weighting function for
r0 [11, 12, 103]. The cumulative effect of the atmospheric phase screens in terms of the










Considering a turbulence multiplier of unity (γ = 1× H-V 5/7) we plot the turbulence
profile, the normalized phase screen locations, and the associated r0,p values in Figure 3.2.
Varying the turbulence multiplier (γ× H-V 5/7 profile) enables quantitative analysis of
an algorithm’s performance as a function of turbulence strength. We perform the ray trace
simulation at numerous turbulence multipliers ranging from benign turbulence (γ = 0.5) to
strong turbulence (γ = 4.0). As depicted in Figure 3.3 the spotlight-mode SAL collection is
modified to include the atmospheric channel that will impart different phase perturbations
on the illuminated scene during each waveform.
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Figure 3.2: Atmospheric turbulence strength across the normalized slant path. The tur-
bulence strength, C2n,p, is sampled from the H-V 5/7 turbulence profile as a function of
altitude along the slant path (blue line). Given the equal-r0,p phase screens (red dots) the
atmospheric sampling is heavily distributed towards the target (lower altitudes) where tur-
bulence is stronger.
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Figure 3.3: SAL geometry with volumetric atmospheric turbulence modeled using phase
screens placed along the slant path. Each phase screen has a C2n,p value based on H-V 5/7
and slab width ∆p defining the strength of turbulence. From these two values a coherence
diameter, r0,p, can be computed using Equation 3.4 which offers insight into the strength
of the simulated atmospheric turbulence.
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The Fourier series method for simulating atmospheric phase screens is described in
detail by Welsh in [23]. Both left and right coefficients are assumed to be 128×128 random
variables drawn from a zero-mean, unit-variance Normal distribution. A two-dimensional
power-law filter matching Kolmogorov PSD (Equation 3.3) is applied to the realization of
Normally distributed numbers to impart proper spatial statistics [23]. Both the left and
right coefficients are then used to compute the Fourier-series phase screen. The result
of the computation is a complex number, which contains two independent realizations of
atmospheric phase error in both real and imagery parts [23]. The Fourier series coefficients
















































In Figure 3.4 we simulate a single realization of the first phase screen along the slant path.
The first two subplots show the left and right Fourier series coefficients used to generate
the random realization of atmospheric phase. The atmospheric phase realization is shown
in Figure 3.4. Furthermore, we generate numerous independent realizations of the real-part
phase screen and compute the associated phase structure function. The analysis presented
here shows that the phase structure function of the simulated Fourier series phase screen







where ∆r denotes radial distance [11, 12].
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Figure 3.4: Single realization of Fourier series coefficients used to simulate the first phase
screen in the Ray Trace simulation. Utilizing 20 realizations we show good agreement
between the theoretical and measured phase structure functions (γ = 1.0). Theoretical
slope: 5/3 Theoretical constant: log10(6.88)− 5/3 log10(r0,1) = 1.2483 using the equal-r0
for the first phase screen, r0,1 = 0.567 m.
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Each of these phase screens must have the proper statistics to provide the correct phase
perturbations for the simulated phase history data. The phase screen needs to vary accord-
ingly as the SAL sensor traverses the synthetic aperture. In Figure 3.5 we show the first and
last waveform of a SAL collection. A total of ten coherent processing intervals (CPI) are
simulated in which the phase screens evolve appropriately based on the velocity of the SAL
sensor platform [23]. In [23] the temporal statistics of atmospheric phase screens are based
on Taylor’s frozen flow allowing for the phase screen spatial variations to be interpreted as
temporal variations, as follows,
Ψp(āp, t+ τ) = Ψp(āp + v̄pτ, t), (3.8)
We denote the locations of the phase values within the pth phase screen using āp. Fur-
thermore, v̄p represents the velocity vector from the combination of phase screen motion
and sensor platform motion. In this dissertation we assume that sensor platform velocity
is much greater than any random realization of phase screen velocity. Henceforth, we set
phase screen velocity to zero for all following ray trace simulations.
Each atmospheric phase screen is assumed to be an independent turbulence layer, and
therefore, an independent realization of atmospheric phase [11, 12]. The ray traced at-
mospheric phase applied to each object in the scene is the slant path summation of all
independent atmospheric phase screens,
ψ(p̄, t+ τ) =
P∑
p=1
Ψp(āp, t+ τ) =
P∑
p=1
Ψp(āp + v̄pτ, t); (3.9)
Recall that p̄ corresponds to the location of scatterers in the illuminated target area. Hence,
as the bundle of diverging rays traces through the P phase screens, each ray accumulates
an atmospheric phase error that perturbs the isotropic reflectivity of the scatterer at p̄.
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Figure 3.5: Single realization (start and end waveform) of Ray Traced atmospheric
phase perturbation. Ray Trace atmospheric phase through 20 equal-r0 phase screens.
Utilizing 20 realizations we show good agreement between the theoretical and mea-
sured phase structure functions (γ = 1.0). Theoretical slope: 5/3 Theoretical constant:
log10(6.88)− 5/3 log10(r0) = 2.5490 using plane-wave r0 = 0.094 m.
When simulating the atmospherically perturbed phase history data we apply a ray traced














which is a phase perturbed version of Equation 3.1. Considering a single point target in the
center of the illuminated target area we trace a single ray through the atmospheric phase
screens and compute the atmospheric phase error, ϕ(p̄m, τn), for each of the collected
waveforms. In Figure 3.6 we plot the atmospheric phase error for ten coherent processing
intervals (10×Np = 320 waveforms). Simulating the point target is done for both vacuum
and atmospherically perturbed cases. Computing the matched filtered image for vacuum
and the perturbed phase history data produces the ideal and atmospherically perturbed SAL
imagery in Figure 3.6. For the atmospherically perturbed SAL image we utilize the phase
error from the first coherent processing interval for corrupt the simulated phase history data.
For this simulation a turbulence multiplier, γ× H-V 5/7, of γ = 3.0 is used to generate a
random realization of atmospheric phase error.
Atmospheric phase errors arise from power-law random processes governing the vari-
ations in the index-of-refraction. Hence, we expect the atmospheric phase errors to also
exhibit a power-law structure. This is apparent in Figure 3.6 where large variations in the
lower-frequency components of the phase errors are present (linear and quadratic terms)
and higher-frequency components are present but have smaller variations. In this realiza-
tion of the ray trace we see large linear excursions in the phase error, which corresponds to
an undetectable shift in the matched filtered point target [2, 7]. Furthermore, the quadratic
variation of the phase error is relatively large, leading to the broadening of the main-lobe
of the matched filtered point target [2, 81, 84]. The higher-frequency variations contribute
to an overall increase in side-lobe levels of the point target response [2, 7].
Considering multiple point targets in the scene, we show the matched filtered image for
both ideal and perturbed phase history data in Figure 3.7 for an turbulence multiplier of
γ = 3.0× H-V 5/7. We plot the ray traced atmospheric phase to each of the point targets
for the single CPI used to form the displayed image and for all ten CPIs. The perturbing
atmospheric phase contains a large linear component which shifts the point targets in the
u-direction. While all of these phase errors share a large linear term the higher-frequency
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Figure 3.6: Realization of atmospheric phase error perturbing a single point target at scene
center.
components vary spatially. Phase evolution in the ray trace is dominated by the motion
of the sensor platform which corresponds to changes in the slant path through the atmo-
sphere. The correlation between waveforms is directly proportional to the pulse-repetition
frequency and the sensor platform speed.
The simulated SAL image in this dissertation will always have a spatially-variant phase
error arising from the correlated but difference atmospheric channel to each target reflectiv-
ity in the scene. This is only an issue when the atmosphere is the limiting factor of a SAL
sensor’s performance. Typically, the ability of an optical sensor to form a well-focused
image through atmospheric turbulence is proportional to the atmospheric coherence diam-
eter, r0. In [1, 89] a SAL coherence diameter, r̃0, is derived using the continuous SAL
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Figure 3.7: Realization of atmospheric phase errors (γ = 3.0× H-V 5/7) perturbing multi-
ple point targets distributed throughout the scene.
collection model presented in section 2.2. We plot both coherence diameters as a function
of atmospheric turbulence strength, γ, in Figure 3.8. As the ratio Dsynth/r0 increases the
more difficult it is to coherently synthesize a larger synthetic aperture for any target in the
scene. In other words, as the ratio grows so does the strength of the atmospheric phase
error perturbing the targets in the scene.
In Figure 3.9 we show matched filter reconstructions for six turbulence multipliers (γ =
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0). It is immediately obvious that image quality diminishes with an
increase in the turbulence multiplier. As the atmospheric phase error grows in strength the
spatially-variant aspect becomes more onerous, in that, the perturbations can no longer be
ignored and autofocusing algorithms will be required to mitigate them.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized coherence diameter r0 for all turbulence multipliers.
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Figure 3.9: Matched filtered imagery using ray trace simulation γ = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
and 4.0: γ× H-V 5/7.
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3.3 Spatially-invariant Autofocusing
In this section we test existing Phase Gradient Autofocus (PGA), Sharpness-based Image
Quality Metric (IQM) optimization, and Sparsity Driven Autofocus (SDA) algorithms for
phase history data corrupted by atmospheric phase errors [18, 37, 56]. Each autofocusing
algorithm is described in detail in Appendix B, Appendix C, and Appendix D, respec-
tively. As noted earlier, these algorithms were originally developed to address spatially-
invariant phase errors. The exercise performed in this section is presented to motivate
this dissertation’s exploration of novel algorithms to mitigate the effect of spatially-variant
atmospheric phase errors. In Figure 3.10 we show the result of applying the traditional
autofocusing algorithms to a single point target corrupted by an atmospheric phase error.
Each autofocusing algorithm is capable of estimating and removing the atmospheric phase
error. Furthermore, each algorithm’s estimate leaves roughly the same residual phase error,
an undetectable linear term imparted by the atmosphere. Recall that this residual linear
term does not impact the overall image quality, but rather causes a shift in the cross-range
dimension of the SAL image.
Applying the same three autofocusing algorithms to multiple point targets corrupted by
atmospheric phase errors illustrates the limitations of traditional autofocusing. Given the
spatially-variant nature of atmospheric phase errors the existing autofocus algorithms are
incapable of estimating and removing each individual phase error. The estimated phase
error resembles an average of all the applied atmospheric phase errors, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.11. When applying the autofocus algorithms to this data, the average phase error will
tend to bring some targets into focus, while other targets move out of focus. The net change
will be a slightly more focused image, as the imparted constant atmospheric phase errors
are conjugated out of the data. In the next section we introduce several well-established
image reconstruction performance metrics and exercise them on the autofocused ray trace
data introduced in this section.
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Figure 3.10: Traditional autofocus of a single point target corrupted by an atmospheric
phase error γ = 4.0×H-V 5/7.
3.4 Image Reconstruction Performance Metrics
3.4.1 Image Quality Metrics
We quantify reconstruction performance in terms of well-known image quality metrics
(IQM) and reference based metrics (RBM). We utilize sharpness, entropy, and contrast
IQMs to quantify image reconstruction performance. All three metrics are well-established
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Figure 3.11: Traditional autofocus of an array of point target corrupted by an atmospheric
phase error γ = 4.0×H-V 5/7.
in the literature and are typically used in optimization-based autofocusing algorithms [7,
28–31]. As atmospheric phase errors perturb the collected phase history data the recon-
structed imagery will exhibit corresponding lower image quality. After applying the aut-
ofocusing algorithms under test the image quality is expected to improve if the algorithm
properly mitigates atmospheric phase errors. Conversely, the image quality will remain
unchanged if algorithm fails to mitigate atmospheric phase errors.
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where [̂I]m = |[x̂]m|2 ∀ {m|1, . . . ,M} corresponds to the intensity of the reconstructed
image, x̂. The cross-range statistics used to compute the contrast are defined using the












(|[x̂k]m| − µk)2; (3.15)
where each range bin, k, statistics are computed using all cross-range bins, Mcr.
In Figure 3.12 we exercise the proposed IQM on the atmospheric ray trace dataset,
before and after spatially-invariant autofocusing. Using the image reconstruction and auto-
focusing algorithms we form a SAL image for each independent realization of atmospheric
phase error. We then compute the resulting image quality of the SAL images before and
after autofocusing. Averaging the IQMs over all the independent realizations we arrive
at the reconstruction performance curves plotted in Figure 3.12. The average IQM per-
formance is normalized by the respective IQM computation on the ideal image. i.e. the
sharpness curve is the relative sharpness of the reconstructed imagery to the unperturbed
(ideal) reconstructed SAL image. At a turbulence multiplier of γ = 4.0, the reconstructed
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SAL images are around 70% the sharpness of the ideal image.
Another interesting point to make from these curves is the lack of improvement from
the existing autofocus algorithms. This is indicative of the ray trace simulation not im-
parting a spatially-invariant (common-mode) atmospheric phase error to all the targets in
the scene. If the common-mode phase error were present along with a spatially-variant
phase error, the result of autofocusing would be analogous to Figure 3.11. The spatially-
invariant pedestal would be conjugated out of the data, leaving only the spatially-variant
phase errors, resulting in a defocused SAL image. Additional processing steps or advanced
algorithms are required to estimate and remove the residual spatially-variant phase errors
and further improve the reconstruction performance.
3.4.2 Reference Based Metrics
The reference based metrics (RBM) utilized in this dissertation are the classical mean-
squared-error (MSE), total variation (TV), and target-to-background ratio (TBR) metrics.
Each of these reconstruction performance metrics require complete knowledge of the true
image, what we refer to as the ideal reconstruction. Throughout the dissertation, this is
analogous to reconstructing a sparse image using simulated phase history data that is not
corrupted by atmospheric phase errors. As the atmosphere blurs and increases side-lobe
levels in cross-range dimension, the image MSE should increase. Amplitude values that
are zero in the ideal reconstruction align with the broadened main-lobe and increased side-
lobes in the defocused image. As the atmospheric phase errors are mitigated a low image
MSE will be computed. The reconstructed image’s amplitudes will focus to values closely
matched to the ideal reconstruction, hence will produce a lower image MSE.
The additional RBMs used in this dissertation were developed to quantify the perfor-
mance of sparse image formation with model error correction algorithms in [15, 19, 20].
The TV performance metric is closely related to the image MSE metric, in that it computes
the absolute difference between image pixels and as the advanced algorithms mitigate at-
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Figure 3.12: Plot of sharpness, entropy, and contrast reconstruction performance metrics
for atmospherically perturbed point target simulated data. An example of a single realiza-
tion of atmospheric perturbation is provided in Figure 3.11. The metrics are averaged over
numerous independent atmospheric draws for each turbulence multiplier, γ. The average
performance metric is normalized by the IQM of the unperturbed, ideal SAL image.
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mospheric phase errors the reconstructed images will closely match the ideal reconstruction
and yield favorable TV. We implement the RBM using the following operation on the re-
constructed image pixels, as follows,














||[x̄]m| − |[x̂]m|| (3.17)
(3.18)
where the reconstructed image is denoted using x̂ and the ideal image is denoted using x̄.
For the TBR performance metric we utilize the following definition,








We denote the image pixels containing targets using the i subscript, [x̂]i, and image pixels
containing background using j subscript, [x̂]j [15, 19, 20]. The TBR performance metric
resembles a combination of the classical peak-to-side-lobe ratio (PSLR) and integrated
side-lobe ratio (ISLR) metrics used throughout SAR community [2,3,7,13]. TBR computes
the log-ratio (in dB) of the peak of the main-lobe to the integrated effects of the side-lobes
for all the targets in the scene. Hence, complete knowledge of a point target’s main-lobe is
required to compute TBR. When multiple point targets are present in the image, we utilize
the location of each point targets main-lobe when computing the max. We then reject the
known main-lobe locations to compute the average side-lobe response.
Reference based metrics suffer when undetectable shifts are present in the reconstructed
SAL imagery. In Figure 3.10 the atmosphere imparted a large linear phase error that re-
sulted in a cross-range shift of the target reflectivity along the cross-range dimension of the
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SAL image. In the same figure, we note that existing autofocus algorithms can estimate
and remove the atmospheric phase error, reconstructing a well-focused SAL image. For
the case of a single point target, the undetectable shift can be easily mitigated by regis-
tering the focused point target with the ideal image. Note, that for image MSE and TV,
we do not want to penalize the algorithms for phase components they are not designed to
handle i.e. linear phase terms. For the case of a single point target registration is possible.
However, for an array of point targets, registration is limited to mitigating common linear
phase errors by shifting the array as closely as possible to the ideal reconstruction. The
spatially-variant residual linear phase errors will result in shifts in individual point targets
in the image. While these point may be well-focused, a few bins of cross-range shift will
be enough to cause a mismatch between ideal and reconstructed image.
Similar to previous analysis we compute the RBM on the numerous independent re-
alizations of ray trace simulated data and plot the results in Figure 3.13. In these plots
we note the expected decrease in RBM as the turbulence multiplier (γ) on γ×H-V 5/7 is
increased. Image MSE and TV should increase as the atmospheric phase errors result in
increased side-lobe levels in the reconstructed images. Furthermore, the existing autofocus
algorithms are incapable of estimating and removing the spatially-variant phase errors. For
the TBR performance metric a similar trend is expected. As the turbulence strength is in-
creased, there is an associated decrease in the main-lobe level (numerator of Equation 3.19)
as it is broadened by the phase errors and an increase in the side-lobe levels (denominator
in Equation 3.19). Resulting in less separation between target and background (side-lobe)
pixels.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we introduced the underlying SAL simulation for all of the dissertation. Ev-
ery simulated dataset in this dissertation is based off the parameters derived in section 3.1.
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Figure 3.13: Image MSE, total variation, and target-to-background ratio of matched filtered
reconstructions of point target phase history data perturbed by atmospheric phase error
(Figure 3.9). The metrics are averaged over numerous independent atmospheric draws for
each turbulence multiplier, γ.
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Throughout the dissertation we utilize different targets, test phase perturbations, and atmo-
spheric phase perturbations on these targets to test the developed algorithms. The designed
and implemented atmospheric ray trace simulation contains a wide range of atmospheric
turbulence strengths suitable for testing the developed algorithms. The atmospheric phase
errors produced by the ray trace simulation vary correctly spatially and temporally, and are
based on the statistics of the well-established Kolmogorov power spectral density. We val-
idate the simulated phase screens by computing the average phase structure function, using
numerous independent atmospheric realizations, and comparing it to the analytical expres-
sion for the phase structure function under the assumption of Kolmogorov turbulence. We
show good agreement between the underlying statistics governing the atmospheric phase
fluctuations and the simulated atmospheric phase errors.
Using the path integrated ray traced phase errors we simulate an atmospherically per-
turbed phase history for two different scenes, a single point target and an array of point
targets. We reconstruct SAL images from the perturbed phase history data using Fourier-
based, matched filter, and sparse image reconstruction algorithms. Furthermore, we in-
corporate existing spatially-invariant autofocusing algorithms to mitigate the atmospheric
phase errors. We note the limitations of conventional autofocusing when more than one
point target is present in the illuminated target area. For a single point target the exist-
ing autofocusing algorithms are capable of estimating and removing the atmospheric phase
error to produce a well-focused SAL image. As the number of point targets in the image in-
creases the spatially-variant nature of the atmospheric phase errors violates the underlying
signal model used to develop each autofocusing algorithm. Hence, we focus our research
on developing algorithms that incorporate the spatially-variant nature of the phase errors to
overcome limitations imposed on reconstructing imagery from atmospherically perturbed
SAL data.
Lastly, we introduced several quantitative reconstruction performance metrics to evalu-
ate the algorithms developed in this dissertation to mitigate atmospheric phase errors. The
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image reconstruction performance metrics are comprised of image quality metrics (IQM)
and reference based metrics (RBM). Each metric should be considered when evaluating the
performance of a developed algorithm’s ability to mitigate atmospheric phase error. The
IQM metrics offer insight into an algorithms ability to mitigate atmospheric phase errors
and reconstruct a corrected image. Sharpness and entropy metrics consider all the points in
the reconstructed image when quantifying image quality. Contrast utilizes the statistics of
the cross-range dimension of the reconstructed image to quantify image quality. We found
through experimentation that contrast offers a better indication of spurious reconstructions
in an image, which offers additional insight into the reconstruction performance of the de-
veloped algorithms. The RBM utilize truth data to quantify reconstruction performance.
As noted previously, the RBM are susceptible to over-sharpening in the reconstructed im-
agery and spatially-variant linear phase errors that shift well-focused point targets away
from the ideal target locations. The resulting mismatch between reconstructed and ideal
image results in an overly pessimistic image MSE and TV. For the target-to-background
ratio, this shift can impact locating the main-lobes of a reconstructed point target, intro-
ducing additional difficulty in automating the implementation of the metric. We found that
registering the reconstructed image to the ideal image is a valid strategy to overcome the ef-
fects of residual linear phase errors imparted by the atmosphere. Hence, this avoids overly
penalizing the developed algorithms for phase effects they are not designed to estimate and




In this chapter we develop a model-based reconstruction framework for reconstructing SAL











− jφSAL(fk, τn, p̄m)
]
; (4.1)
we can write a set of linear equations relating the measured phase history data, ỹ ∈ CKNp×1,
to the unknown scene reflectivity, x̄ ∈ CM×1, as follows,
ỹ = A(Φ)x̄ + ε̄. (4.2)
The measured phase history data is corrupted by additive, white Gaussian noise ε̄ ∈ CKNp×1,
where ε̄ ∼ CN (0̄, σεI). Furthermore, unknown atmospheric phase errors perturb the
measured phase history data according to Equation 4.1. The SAL atmospheric collec-
tion model encapsulates the unknown model errors and is denoted in functional form as,
A(Φ) ∈ CKNp×M , where the atmospheric phase errors (model errors) are represented with
Φ ∈ RM×Np .
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M Number of points in the reconstruction grid
Np Number of waveforms (pulses)
K Number of frequency samples
Table 4.1: Reconstruction grid and collected data sizes.
The atmospheric SAL collection model relates the measured spatial-frequency data to
the unknown spatial reflectivities. The unknown spatial reflectivities are defined on a reg-
ular grid of points in the ground plane, u-v. The spatially-variant atmospheric phase error
perturbs the reflectivities in the ground plane as a function of collected waveform (synthetic
aperture position). We incorporate the spatially-variant phase error into the model matrix
as follows,








where [β̄n]m = exp(j[ψ̄n]m) and ψ̄n = [Φ]n ∈ RM×1 is the nth vectorized atmospheric
phase error. Diagonalizing the complex phasor, β̄n, represents an element-wise multiplica-
tion of the atmospheric phase error with the ground plane.
In this formulation the predetermined collection matrix, An ∈ CK×M , for the nth wave-








where the desired, ground plane reconstruction grid is represented by p̄m = [um, vm, 0] ∀
{m|1, . . . ,M}. The density of points in the reconstruction grid (ν) is a free parameter in the
reconstruction. Incorporating prior information (regularization) about the statistics of the
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scene reflectivity enables the ability to super-resolve point-like features on a reconstruction
grid finer than the desired SAL resolution [14, 15, 19, 20]. Throughout this dissertation we
present results for ν = 1 and ν = 2.
The rest of this chapter utilizes the defined atmospheric SAL collection matrix for both
image estimation and to mitigate the atmospheric phase errors perturbing the measured
phase history data. Three novel model error correction algorithms have been developed
that are derived and described in detail in this chapter. In section 4.1 an iterative sparse
image reconstruction algorithm is presented that efficiently inverts the set of linear equa-
tions in Equation 4.2 to emphasize point target responses. We start algorithm development
by introducing the spatially-variant model error correction framework that underpins the
development of all the algorithms studied in this dissertation in section 4.2. We summarize
the key aspects of the MTA algorithm in section 4.3. In section 4.4 we introduce the newly
developed SVPC algorithm that performs a non-parametric estimation of the perturbing
atmospheric phase errors. In section 4.5 we develop the MBAPC algorithm, which decom-
poses the atmospheric phase errors onto a set of orthogonal, atmospheric basis sets. Lastly,
in section 4.6 we test the newly developed MBAPC algorithm using a well-matched model
error of vary strength and temporal variation.
4.1 Overview of Sparse Image Reconstruction (SIR)
Iterative model-based reconstruction algorithms combine least squares estimation with reg-
ularization terms to enhance certain features of the reconstructed imagery. In [14,15,19,20]
a regularized least squares algorithm is developed that introduces a ρ-norm regularization
on the target reflectivity, to enhance point target features in the reconstructed imagery.
Equivalently, this can be cast as an image reconstruction algorithm that enforces a sparse re-
construction, hence we refer to it as a sparse image reconstruction (SIR) algorithm through-
out this chapter.
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Using an `1 norm in the regularization term, the image reconstruction algorithm is de-
fined as follows [14],
x̂i+1 = arg min
x̄
||ỹ −A(Φ̂i)x̄i||22 + λ1||x̄i||1; (4.5)
where λ1 is a Lagrangian multiplier that weights the amount of sparsity in the reconstructed
image. In other words, as λ1 is increased the total number of reconstructed reflectivities in
the image will decrease as there is a bigger penalty for reconstructing dense imagery.
In [14] the Conjugate Gradient (C.G.) algorithm [104–106] is used to iteratively solve






x̂i+1 = ÂH ỹ
}
. (4.6)
Each image reconstruction step utilizes the most up to date model matrix, Â = A(Φ̂i). The
previous estimate of the image, x̂i, is incorporated into the regularization term W1(x̂i) and
influences the following iteration, i+ 1. In the limit when λ1 approaches zero the estimate
of the scene reflectivity approaches the least squares solution,
C.G.
{
ÂHÂx̂ = ÂH ỹ
}
; (4.7)
which can be viewed as the matched filter for the entire image reconstruction grid. In this
case the sparsity constraint is de-emphasized and a traditional SAL image is reconstructed
from the phase history data. A computationally efficient estimate is obtained using Conju-
gate Gradient to avoid inverting the Hermitian and positive definite matrix ÂHÂ. Likewise,
for the regularized least squares we avoid inverting ÂHÂ + λ1W1(x̂i).
In [14], the `ρ norm is approximated using the following mathematical definition to
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avoid discontinuities associated with differentiation. Letting ρ = 1 the approximation to




(|x̂m|2 + ε)1/2. (4.8)
Taking the partial derivative with respect to the estimate of the scene reflectivity,




1/(|[x̂]1|2 + ε)1/2, 1/(|[x̂]2|2 + ε)1/2, . . . , 1/(|[x̂]M |2 + ε)1/2
]T
(4.10)
where ε is used to provide continuous differentiation of the norm [14]. Throughout this
dissertation we set ε = 10E−5. The algorithm implements Conjugate Gradient on each
iteration until convergence. Convergence of the algorithm is defined using the normalized
error between current and previous estimates of the scene reflectivity, ||x̂
i−x̂i−1||
||x̂i−1|| < η [15,
19, 20]. We summarize the image reconstruction step in algorithm 1. The parameters used
when implementing the SIR algorithm are defined in Table 4.2.
Algorithm 1: Sparse image reconstruction algorithm [14]
1 x̂← x̂0
2 while ||x̂i−x̂i−1||||x̂i−1|| < η do











Super-resolution Factor ν = 2
Image Sparsity Parameter λ1 = 64
Phase Sparsity Parameter λ2 = 1
Phase Magnitude Parameter λ3 = 1
Convergence Threshold η = 10−3
`1 and `2 Approximations ε = 10−5
Table 4.2: Algorithm parameters used in this dissertation, based on values reported in the
open literature (ε and η) in [15, 19, 20] and values determined empirically (λ1, λ2, and λ3).
In its current form the SIR algorithm is incapable of estimating and removing unknown
phase errors corrupting the measured phase history data. As noted in [15,19,20] sparse im-
age reconstruction will reconstruct both main-lobe and side-lobe responses associated with
an un-compensated phase error. This is a direct result of not incorporating an estimate of the
phase error corrupting the phase history data into the collection matrix, Â = A(Φ̂i). We
exercise algorithm 1 on atmospherically perturbed phase history data at increasing levels
of turbulence strength in Figure 4.1. We set the model matrix equal to the pre-determined
model matrix, A = [A1; A2; . . . ; ANp ]. We reconstruct a sparse image onto a grid 2×
finer than the desired resolution.
We note that as the turbulence strength increases the reconstruction performance suf-
fers. The SIR algorithm reconstructs points along the cross-range dimension correspond-
ing to the defocus and increase in side-lobes resulting from the uncompensated phase error.
Furthermore, each of the reconstructed point targets have a unique side-lobe structure re-
sulting from the spatially-variant phase errors imparted by the atmosphere. Implementing
a model error correction algorithm capable of estimating spatially-variant phase errors will
enable the SIR algorithm to reconstruct well-focused point targets. Given the previous no-
tation, this is analogous to updating the pre-determined collection matrix with an estimate
of the atmospheric phase error, Â = A(Φ̂i).
To properly address the model errors corrupting the reconstructed image, a joint esti-
mation framework is developed to estimate the image, x̂, and atmospheric phase error, Φ̂.
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Figure 4.1: Sparse reconstruction using ray trace simulation γ = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and
4.0: γ× H-V 5/7, SNR = 10dB, λ1 = 64, η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, and ν = 2.
The model error correction algorithms implemented in this dissertation include spatially-
invariant and spatially-variant corrections. The estimation problem is decomposed into two
steps that occur in series, an image estimation step and a model error correction step using
algorithm 2-5.
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For spatially-invariant phase errors we implement the Sparsity Driven Autofocus (SDA)
algorithm. The optimal estimate of the spatially-invariant phase error is determined in
closed form in [15]. It can be shown that the estimate of the unknown phase error is
optimal in the least squares sense and that it is statistically efficient in that it attains the
CRLB [24, 25]. The overall algorithm remains iterative, as the image estimation step re-
fines the reconstructed image, a better estimate of the spatially-invariant phase error is
obtained. This joint estimation continues until convergence of the algorithm is obtained.
We summarize the key algorithmic components of the SDA algorithm in algorithm 5 in
Appendix D.
Spatially-variant atmospheric phase errors require an update to the model matrix that
properly captures the impact of the phase errors to each point in the image formation grid.
In [19, 20] a general, spatially-variant model error correction is developed with the inten-
tion of focusing moving targets in SAR imagery. Given that moving targets correspond to
a small number of the numerous targets in the scene, the algorithm regularizes the model
error correction with a sparsity constraint [19, 20]. Furthermore, the model error correc-
tion step is under-determined in that the number of unknown phase corrections possible
far exceeds the number of samples collected for any waveform in the collection. Given
this inherent challenge to the model error correction step, sparsity constraints are typically
incorporated to aid in convergence to the optimal solution. We refer to this algorithm as the
moving target autofocus (MTA) algorithm and summarize the key algorithmic components
in section 4.3.
In this dissertation we develop two novel spatially-variant model error correction al-
gorithms to mitigate atmospheric phase errors corrupting measured SAL data. First we
develop the spatially-variant phase correction (SVPC) algorithm that non-parametrically
estimates the unknown spatially-variant phase error. This algorithm directly estimates the
unknown spatially-variant phase error and suffers from the under-determined nature of the
model error correction. To overcome this we introduce a sparsity constraint on the nonlin-
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ear least squares estimation framework to aid in convergence to the optimal solution. We
describe the algorithm development in detail in section 4.4. Building on the framework
developed for MTA and SVPC, we explore the efficacy of using well-established atmo-
spheric basis sets to spatially model the atmospheric phase errors. Utilizing the basis sets
we derive what we refer to as the model-based atmospheric phase correction (MBAPC) al-
gorithm. Unlike the SVPC and MTA algorithms, decomposing the spatially-variant phase
errors onto a spatial basis set removes the ill-posed nature of the model error correction
problem. We describe the MBAPC algorithm development in detail in section 4.5.
4.2 Model Error Correction Framework
The SIR algorithm described in section 4.1 is used to reconstruct a sparse image from
measured phase history data. Utilizing the atmospheric collection model, we can write the

















where [β̄n]m = exp(j[ψ̄n]m). We represent the nth vectorized atmospheric phase error
using ψ̄n = [Φ]n ∈ RM×1 . Recall from Equation 4.1 that the atmospheric phase error
perturbs each of the scatterer’s reflectivity in the illuminated target area. We can write
this mathematically as an element-wise multiplication of the scene reflectivity with the
atmospheric phase error, x̃n = β̄n ◦ x̄, which is equivalently modeled by multiplying the
scene reflectivity into the diagonal matrix containing the atmospheric phase error along its
diagonals, x̃n = diag{β̄n}x̄.
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Considering the nth waveform’s phase history data from Equation 4.11, we can inter-
change the scene reflectivity vector, x̄, and the atmospheric phase errors, β̄n, to formulate
a least squares estimation of the unknown atmospheric phase error. Let T = diag{x̄} ∈
CM×M be a matrix with diagonals defined as the estimates of the scene reflectivity. Utiliz-
ing this decomposition we can describe the nth waveform’s phase history data in terms of
the atmospheric phase error as follows,
ỹn = Anx̃n = Andiag{β̄n}x̄ = AnTβ̄n; (4.12)
where ỹn ∈ CK×1 [19, 20]. The phase history data contains K frequency samples mea-
sured at each waveform in the SAL collection. Considering the effects of additive complex
measurement noise, we write the signal model used to develop MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC
algorithms based on the result in Equation 4.12,
ỹn = AnTβ̄n + ε̄n; (4.13)
where ε̄n ∼ CN (0̄, σεI) is the additive, complex measurement noise.
4.3 Overview of Moving Target Autofocus (MTA)
In this section we introduce a spatially-variant model error correction algorithm that is used
throughout this dissertation to mitigate atmospheric phase errors. We refer to this algorithm
as Moving Target Autofocus (MTA), since it is used to estimate and remove phase errors
associated with moving targets in [19].
Considering the effects of additive complex measurement noise, we can write the signal
model used to develop MTA algorithm based on the result in Equation 4.12,
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ỹn = AnTβ̄n + ε̄n; (4.14)
where ε̄n ∼ CN (0̄, σεI) is the additive, complex measurement noise. We can estimate
the unknown spatially-variant phase error, β̄n ∈ CM×1, using the following linear least-
squares [19, 20],
β̂i+1n = arg min
β̄n
||ỹn − ÂinTi+1β̄n||22 + λ2||β̄n − 1̄||1 + . . .
λ3||β̄n||22 − 2λ3||β̄n||1. (4.15)
where An ∈ CK×M is the pre-determined model matrix, Âin = Andiag{β̂in} ∈ CK×M is
the ith estimate of the model matrix, ỹn ∈ CK×1 is the nth waveforms phase history data,
and Ti+1 = diag{x̄i+1} ∈ CM×M is the most recent estimate of the scene reflectivity.
Two constraints are introduced to the linear least squares problem to enforce sparsity
and emphasize a phase only solution (unit-amplitude spatially-variant phasor), β̄n. Recall-
ing the original application, to autofocus moving targets, the sparsity constraint is motivated
by considering that only a small subset of the targets in the image may be moving. Further-
more, only the moving targets would have a unique phase error corrupting it based on its
motion relative to the sensor platform [19, 20].
Based on Equation 4.15, λ2 is a Lagrangian multiplier emphasizing sparsity and λ3 is a
Lagrangian emphasizing unit-amplitude constraint on the spatially-varying phasor (model
error), β̄n. The unit-amplitude constraint encourages the least-squares solution to be phase
only [19, 20]. Building on this constraint, the sparsity constraint minimizes the number
of unit-amplitude phasors present in the β̄n vector. Hence the model error correction is
applied to a subset of targets in the scene. Emphasizing sparsity of the model-error is done
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this way to avoid corrupting the target reflectivities in algorithm 1. When no moving targets
are present, the spatially-variant model error will be unit-amplitude vector absent a phase
perturbation for each of the collected waveforms.
The smooth approximations in Equation 4.16 are used in the model error estimation
step avoiding problems of non-differentiability of the `1 and `2 norms [14, 15, 19, 20]. The
various gradients of each approximation are represented on the right hand side of Equa-
tion 4.16. The first term corresponds to spatially-variant phasor and the remaining two
terms correspond to constraints on the magnitude of the spatially-variant phasor [21].
||β̄n − 1̄||1 ≈
M∑
m=1

















1/(|[β̄n]1|2 + ε)1/2, 1/(|[β̄n]2|2 + ε)1/2, . . . , 1/(|[β̄n]M |2 + ε)1/2
]T
. (4.17)
Taking the first partial derivative of Equation 4.15 with respect to the spatially-variant
phasor, β̄n, the optimal solution to the regularized linear least-squares problem is written
as follows [19, 20],
















i+1)H ỹn + λ2W2(β̂
i
n)1̄. (4.20)
The primary result in Equation 4.18 is a regularized, linear least squares equation that can
be efficiently inverted using Conjugate Gradient [14].
We summarize our implementation of the MTA algorithm in algorithm 2, which we
utilize conjugate gradient to solve for the estimate of the spatially-variant phasor, β̂i+1n .
Our implementation closely follows the original work in [14, 15, 19, 20].
Algorithm 2: Reconstruction algorithm with MTA correction [19, 20, 27]
1 JointOptimization (x̄0, β̄0,A, λ1, λ2, λ3, η, ε)
inputs : Initialized image (x̄0) and model error (β̄0)
outputs: Reconstructed image (x̂) and model error (β̂)
2 Â← A, x̂← x̄0, and β̂ ← β̄0
3 while ||x̂i−x̂i−1||||x̂i−1|| < η do
4 ImageEstimation (x̂i, λ1, ε)
5 Ti+1 ← diag{x̂i+1}
6 foreach waveform: n do





















9 Âi+1n ← Âindiag{β̂i+1n }
10 end
11 end
The sparse image formation with MTA model error correction refines the estimates
of scene reflectivity and model-error each iteration of algorithm 2. The latest estimates
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of scene reflectivity and model error are used to update the pre-determined model matrix
using the following update equations [19, 20],




The algorithm first estimates a sparse scene reflectivity using algorithm 1, which is then
used to update T. The latest estimate of the scene reflectivity is used to estimate the model-
error using Equation 4.18. Using the latest estimate of the model error, the collection ma-
trix Ân is updated which then allows for a better estimate of the scene reflectivity. This
algorithm cycles through these steps until convergence is obtained, which is determined
by computing the normalized change in the scene reflectivity between iterations. The pri-
mary output of the algorithm is the sparse scene reflectivity and is displayed for the user.
However, the estimated model-error can be used as a diagnostic in follow on analysis.
We test our implementation of the MTA algorithm with a perturbed version of the vac-
uum simulation. We select three of the point targets in the scene and perturb them using
quadratic, power-law, and random phase error, respectively. In Figure 4.2(a) we plot the
applied phase errors, along with the estimates provided from algorithm 2. In Figure 4.2(b)
we display the reconstructed SAL image without model error correction. Note, the three
different classes of cross-range side-lobes on the labeled point targets in the image. In
Figure 4.2(c) we how the reconstructed image when MTA model error correction algo-
rithm is applied to the same data. We note that the applied phase errors are almost com-
pletely estimated from the phase history data. The estimates being incorporated into the
pre-determined model matrix enable reconstruction of well-focused SAL image.
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Figure 4.2: Reconstruction performance of MTA algorithm. (a) Plot of perturbing phase
errors. (b) Reconstructed image without model error correction. (c) Reconstructed image
with spatially-variant correction. Using algorithm parameters: ν = 1, λ1 = 64, η = 10−3,
ε = 10−5, and tuned to provide the best correction at λ2 = 1 & λ3 = 1.
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4.4 Spatially-Variant Phase Correction (SVPC)
Considering the effects of additive complex measurement noise, we can write the signal
model used to develop SVPC (and MBAPC) algorithm based on the result in Equation 4.12,
ỹn = AnTβ̄(ϕ̄n) + ε̄n; (4.23)
where ε̄n ∼ CN (0̄, σεI) is the additive, complex measurement noise and the spatially-
variant model error is defined, [β̂i+1n ]m = exp(j[ϕ̂
i+1
n ]m).
Performing a nonlinear least-squares fit for each waveform we arrive at an estimate of
the spatially-variant phase error. In this case the nonlinear least-squares problem is ill-
posed given there are K frequency samples collected for each waveform and the number
of unknown atmospheric phase errors is M , where M > K. A key assumption is the
underlying scene reflectivity is sparse, such that s << M target reflectivities are perturbed
by atmospheric phase error. In other words, not all of bins in the reconstruction grid will
contain target energy, only s of the bins in the image will contain reflectivities, the rest
of the bins will be close to zero. Incorporating the sparsity constraint into the nonlinear
least-squares estimation problem is done as follows,
ϕ̂i+1n = arg min
ϕ̄n
||ỹn − ÂinTi+1β̄(ϕ̄n)||22 + λϕ||ϕ̄n||1; (4.24)
where λϕ is the Lagrangian parameter representing sparsity in the spatially-variant phase
correction and i is indicative of the iteration number.
The nonlinear least-squares problem is solved using conjugate gradient algorithm guided
by the derived analytical gradient. The approximation to the `1 norm used in Equation 4.8
for the SIR algorithm is also implemented in Equation 4.24. Utilizing this approximation
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+ λϕw̄ϕ ∈ RM×1 (4.26)
where Λ(ϕ̄n) = diag{β̄(ϕ̄n)} ∈ CM×M and λϕ must be tuned to properly mitigate atmo-
spheric phase errors. We define the gradient of the `1 approximation using w̄ϕ as follows,
w̄ϕ =
[
[ϕ̂]1/(|[ϕ̂]1|2 + ε)1/2, [ϕ̂]2/(|[ϕ̂]2|2 + ε)1/2, . . . , [ϕ̂]M/(|[ϕ̂]M |2 + ε)1/2
]T
. (4.27)
This result is similar to the approach taken in [14, 15, 19, 20], where the analytical gradient










































In Appendix F we provide the full derivation of the analytical gradient for the data fidelity
term in Equation 4.26.
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We implement the SVPC model error correction step in a joint optimization problem
described in algorithm 3. The first step of the joint optimization problem reconstructs a
sparse image from the measured data. Using this estimate of the image the SVPC model
error correction step estimates the spatially-variant atmospheric phase error. After each
iteration the most recent estimate of the spatially-variant phase error is used to update the
model matrix. The following update equations are used within an iteration of the SVPC
algorithm [19, 20],




where the spatially-variant model error is defined, [β̂i+1n ]m = exp(j[ϕ̂
i+1
n ]m). Each step
is implemented until convergence is achieved as defined by the normalized change in the
reconstructed image between iterations, η. When parameters are properly selected the al-
gorithm converges on a well-focused estimate of the scene reflectivity.
To perform the parameter tuning of the SVPC algorithm, we perform a coarse grid
search over values of λϕ and compute reconstruction performance metrics on the resulting
image. Using the results of the coarse grid search, we select the λϕ that optimizes the im-
age sharpness. After selecting the coarse value a fine search can be implemented to arrive
at a better reconstruction. Given the complexity of the optimization arriving at an analyt-
ical gradient for the sparsity Lagrangian (λϕ) is not explored. Implementing MATLAB-
based optimization algorithms, such as fminsearch, is sufficient, albeit time consuming.
We describe the parameter tuning algorithm for SVPC in more detail in section 5.1, when
discussing the application of the proposed algorithms to the ray trace simulated data.
We test our implementation of the SVPC algorithm with a different realization of a
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Algorithm 3: Reconstruction with spatially-variant phase correction
1 JointOptimization (x̄0, ϕ̄0, λ1, λϕ, η, ε)
inputs : Initialized image (x̄0) and model error (ϕ̄0)
outputs: Reconstructed image (x̂) and model error (ϕ̂)
2 Â← A, x̂← x̄0, and ϕ̂← ϕ̄0
3 while ||x̂
i−x̂i−1||
||x̂i−1|| < η do
4 ImageEstimation (x̂i, λ1, ε)
5 Ti+1 ← diag{x̂i+1}




||ỹn − ÂinTi+1β̄(ϕ̄n)||22 + λϕ||ϕ̄||1 using ∇ϕ̄n
}
9 [β̂i+1n ]m ← exp(j[ϕ̂i+1n ]m)
10 Âi+1n ← Âindiag{β̂i+1n }
11 end
12 end
spatially-variant phase error perturbing three different targets in the illuminated target area.
We label the three perturbed targets in Figure 4.3 that have random, quadratic, and power-
law random phase errors, respectively. In Figure 4.3 we plot the three different phase
errors along with the estimates from SVPC algorithm. We show good agreement between
estimated and applied phase errors. However, we note that the estimates appear to be cor-
rupted by more residual high-frequency noise than those estimated using MTA algorithm.
Furthermore, in Figure 4.3 (b) and (c) are the perturbed and focused reconstructed images.
For these test cases and the following test cases we hand tuned the sparsity Lagrangian λϕ
for the SVPC algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: Reconstruction performance of SVPC algorithm. (a) Plot of perturbing phase
errors. (b) Reconstructed image without model error correction. (c) Reconstructed image
with spatially-variant correction. Using algorithm parameters: ν = 1, λ1 = 64, η = 10−3,
ε = 10−5, and tuned to provide the best correction at λϕ = 0.08.
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4.5 Model-based Atmospheric Phase Correction (MBAPC)
In the MBAPC algorithm we parametrically represent the atmospheric phase errors using
a set of orthogonal spatial basis sets: Zernike polynomials and Fourier-series. We denote
the parameterized atmospheric phasor by making it a function of the unknown coefficients,
[β̄(ᾱn)]m = exp(j[ψ̄n]m), where the atmospheric phase perturbation is defined as ψ̄n =
Zᾱn ∈ RM×1 and Z ∈ RM×No is the atmospheric basis set. The unknown coefficients
that must be estimated are represented using ᾱn ∈ RNo×1 and are allowed to vary non-
parametrically from waveform-to-waveform, n. Throughout this dissertation, we will tune
the number of unknown spatial coefficients, No, once per dataset. The number of unknown
spatial coefficients is kept constant for each of the collected waveforms in the dataset.
The atmospheric basis set and the corresponding coefficients are not restricted to real
values. As we will show in later sections the atmospheric basis set and the coefficients can
be estimated as complex numbers too; such that ψ̄n = Re{Zᾱn} where Z ∈ CM×No and
ᾱn ∈ CNo×1 [26, 27]. This is primarily utilized when a complex exponential definition of
Fourier-series is used to parametrically model the atmospheric phase errors. We note, that
similar results can be obtained by using a real Fourier-series basis set with a real vector of
Fourier-series coefficients.
Incorporating additive CWGN to the Equation 4.12 we arrive at the signal model for
the MBAPC algorithm,
ỹn = AnTβ̄(ᾱn) + ε̄n; (4.32)
where ε̄n ∼ CN (0̄, σεI). Utilizing the measured phase history data, ỹn ∈ CK×1, the
expected model matrix, An, and the current estimate of the scene reflectivity, x̂i+1, we
formulate the following nonlinear least squares estimation problem,
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α̂i+1n = arg min
ᾱn
||ỹn − ÂinTi+1β̄(ᾱn)||22. (4.33)
Using the measured complex phase history data we iteratively search for the optimal at-
mospheric phase error in the least squares sense. The nonlinear least squares problem is
equivalent to the maximum-likelihood estimator under the assumption of additive CWGN.
We consider each of the Np waveforms independently and arrive at an estimate for the un-
known coefficient for each waveform. The model errors estimated in this step account for
the atmospheric phase perturbations corrupting the phase history that are not currently in
the pre-determined collection matrix.
We solve the nonlinear least squares estimation using Conjugate Gradient guided by the
analytical gradient, ∇ᾱn ∈ RNo×1. Taking the first partial derivative of the nonlinear least

















where B̃n = AnTΛ(ᾱn)Z ∈ CK×No and Λ(ᾱn) = diag{β̄(ᾱn)} ∈ CM×M . The re-
sult is reminiscent of similar gradients for IQM optimization [28–30], in that, the non-
parameterized gradient is projected onto the orthogonal basis set, Z. In Appendix F we
provide the full derivation of the analytical gradient.
The joint estimation problem is performed iteratively by first estimating the scene re-
flectivity, which is followed by the estimation of the spatial coefficients for each of the
collected waveforms, as highlighted in algorithm 4. At the end of each iteration the vari-
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ables are updated so that each step of the joint estimation problem has the most up-to-date
estimate of the scene reflectivity and model error. We update the scene reflectivity by sim-
ply re-instantiating
Ti+1 = diag{x̄i+1} (4.37)
at the end of each iteration. The spatially-variant phase-error [β̄i+1n ]m = exp(j[Zᾱ
i+1
n ]m) is




Each iteration of the algorithm refines the estimate for the spatially-variant model error
and makes the appropriate phase adjustment to the previous model matrix. The MBAPC
algorithm iterates until the change in reconstructed image is less than η which defines
convergence of each algorithm.
Algorithm 4: Reconstruction with MBAPC [27]
1 JointOptimization (x̄0, ᾱ0, λ1, η, ε)
inputs : Initialized image (x̄0) and model error (ᾱ0)
outputs: Reconstructed image (x̂) and model error (α̂)
2 Â← A, x̂← x̄0, and α̂← ᾱ0
3 while ||x̂
i−x̂i−1||
||x̂i−1|| < η do
4 ImageEstimation (x̂i, λ1, ε)
5 Ti+1 ← diag{x̂i+1}




||ỹn − ÂinTi+1β̄(ᾱn)||22 using ∇ᾱn
}
9 [β̂i+1n ]m ← exp(j[Zα̂i+1n ]m)




4.6 Algorithm Test Data Results
In this section we test the model error correction algorithms using simulated data that per-
turbs an ideal SAL collection with a known set of Zernike coefficients. We properly dis-
tribute the Zernike coefficients according to Kolmogorov power spectral density (PSD) for
a given atmospheric strength. The model errors considered in this section were selected to
closely match the assumptions of the MBAPC algorithm. In addition to testing MBAPC,
we test the other proposed algorithms using the Zernike perturbed phase history data and
reconstruct imagery at several challenging atmospheric strengths. We demonstrate that the
proposed model error correction algorithms are capable of mitigating the applied spatially-
variant phase errors and reconstruct well-focused SAL imagery from the perturbed phase
history data.
4.6.1 Power-law Zernike Coefficients
In this section we test the developed algorithms on phase history data perturbed by a set of
power-law Zernike coefficients. In Figure 4.4 we summarize the imparted power-law vari-
ation across the first ten Zernike coefficients. The first and last waveform of the simulation
coincidentally have a very similar spatially-variant phase error Figure 4.4[a & b]. We plot
the power-law coefficients in Figure 4.4[c], where the temporal variation in the coefficients
is drawn from a power-law random process ( Pτnτn(ω) = ω−8/3). We obtain the correlated
random variation across collected waveforms by filtering of the random realization of coef-
ficients in the frequency domain, i.e. a power-law taper is applied to the Fourier transform
of the random coefficients, and then inverse Fourier transformed to obtain the correlated
phase errors.
Letting Cαα = E[αiαj] ∈ RNo×No represent the Kolmogorov-distributed covariance
matrix for a set of Zernike coefficients representing atmospheric phase errors [11, 22]. We
can simulate properly distributed, random coefficients by multiplying a random vector by
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Figure 4.4: Realization of power-law distributed Zernike coefficients. The power in each
of the coefficients decreases according to Kolmogorov PSD for D/r0 = 1/4. The result is
a spatially-variant power-law phase error applied to each of the point targets in the scene.
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the Cholesky decomposition of Cαα = LLH , as follows, ᾱn = Lᾱ0 ∈ RNo×1; where
ᾱ0 ∼ N (0̄, I). Thus, providing the proper power distribution across the simulated Zernike







(−1)(νi+νj−2µi)/2[(νi + 1)(νj + 1)]1/2π8/3δµiµj (4.39)
× Γ(14/3)Γ((νi + νj − 5/3)/2)
Γ((νi − νj + 17/3)/2)Γ((νj − νi + 17/3)/2)Γ((νi + νj + 23/3)/2)
;
where δµiµj is the Kronecker delta function, Γ[∗] is the Gamma function, and νi and µi
corresponds to the radial and azimuthal orders for the ith Zernike polynomials, respectively
[11, 22]. We offer further description of the Zernike polynomials in Appendix E. For the
test data presented in Figure 4.4, we select D/r0 = 1/4 as the turbulence strength to give
a realistic distribution of power across the Zernike coefficients. We rely on the strength of
the temporal variation of the coefficients to artificially increase the strength of the spatially-
variant phase errors. Lastly, we plot the spatially-variant phase errors perturbing the target’s
reflectivity in Figure 4.4[d]. Each target is randomly distributed throughout the ground
plane, as illustrated by the red dots in Figure 4.4[a & b].
We implement the sparse image formation coupled with the various model error correc-
tion algorithms to reconstruct an image from the phase history data corrupted by the power-
law Zernike coefficients. In Figure 4.5 we reconstruct a sparse image with and without the
SDA model error correction algorithm. It is clear from the plot of the spatially-variant
phase error in Figure 4.4[d] that there are not any common (spatially-invariant) phase er-
rors present in the data. The SDA algorithm will still try to estimate a spatially-invariant
phase error, which will result in some targets coming into focus while others further defo-
cus. The spatially-invariant estimate roughly tracks the mean of the spatially-variant phase
error as we illustrated in previous sections. Hence, both reconstructions contain substantial
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amounts of blur and increased side-lobe levels in the cross-range dimension of the image.
Figure 4.5: Image reconstruction using the following algorithms parameters: ν = 1 and
λ1 = 64. Realistic coefficient strength based on ᾱn ∼ N (0̄, 3π/2Cαα) using D/r0 = 1/4,
with a correlated variation in slow-time, Pτnτn(ω) = ω−8/3.
In Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 we show two different realizations and the correspond-
ing reconstruction results for MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC corrected sparse image formation.
All of the developed spatially-variant model error correction algorithms perform compa-
rable. In some cases, the low reflectivity point targets the scene do not appear in the re-
constructed image. This is a result of the phase errors dispersing the already low target
reflectivity across multiple cross-range bins. To the least-squares algorithm these points do
not contribute much to the overall model and may be dropped if the model error correction
algorithm doesn’t converge on the correct phase error. In other cases, the spatially-variant
model error correction does not completely mitigate all of the spatially-variant phase er-
rors. This is present in Figure 4.6[e]-[f] where several of the point targets exhibit the signs
of residual phase errors. In Figure 4.7 we show the reconstructed imagery for a stronger
spatially-variant phase error. We note that all the spatially-variant corrections remove a
majority of the phase errors, but struggle to completely restore the image to the quality of
the ideal image.
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Figure 4.6: Image reconstruction using the following algorithms parameters: ν = 1, λ1 =
64, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.2, No = 10, and Nc = 8. Realistic coefficient strength based on
ᾱn ∼ N (0̄, πCαα) usingD/r0 = 1/4, with a correlated variation in slow-time, Pτnτn(ω) =
ω−8/3. In this case all the algorithms under test do a good job of mitigating the cross-range
side-lobes and restoring image quality.
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Figure 4.7: Image reconstruction using the following algorithms parameters: ν = 1,
λ1 = 64, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.2, No = 10, and Nc = 8. Realistic coefficient strength
based on ᾱn ∼ N (0̄, 3π/2Cαα) using D/r0 = 1/4, with a correlated variation in slow-
time, Pτnτn(ω) = ω−8/3. This is a more challenging case, where not all side-lobes are
mitigated by the algorithms under test and in some cases spurious reconstructions appear
in the image.
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4.6.2 Random Zernike Coefficients
In this section we explore the performance of the proposed model error correction algo-
rithms for a random spatially-variant phase error. We obtain the random spatially-variant
phase error using a set of Kolmogorov distributed Zernike polynomials, as depicted in Fig-
ure 4.8. For this test case, we do not introduce correlation across the collected waveforms.
Figure 4.8: Realization of randomly distributed Zernike coefficients. The power in each of
the coefficients decreases according to Kolmogorov PSD for D/r0 = 1/4. The result is a
random spatially-variant phase error applied to each of the point targets in the scene.
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We reconstruct an image from the perturbed phase history data using SIR with and
without SDA model error correction in Figure 4.9. We note that reconstructions without
model error correction and the sparsity driven autofocus (SDA) algorithm produce similar
results, as expected. We implement the spatially-variant model error correction algorithm
in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 for two different strengths of phase errors. In Figure 4.10
the spatially-variant phase error corrupts the phase history data significantly as indicated
by the increase in side-lobes in the reconstructed image. Given this phase error, a majority
of the proposed algorithms are able to mitigate the imparted phase error and reconstruct a
well-focused SAL image. In Figure 4.11 the spatially-variant phase error is much stronger
than the previous test case. The proposed algorithms mitigate a majority of the phase errors
corrupting the data, as visualized by the drastic decrease in side-lobe levels. However, the
reconstructed targets do not always appear in the correct locations. This is a challenging
phase error, which could not be reconstructed correctly with the proposed algorithms. Note,
that the true location of the targets is denoted using red dots plotted on each reconstructed
image.
Figure 4.9: Image reconstruction using the following algorithms parameters: ν = 1, λ1 =
64. Realistic coefficient strength based on ᾱn ∼ N (0, πCαα) using D/r0 = 1/4, with a
uncorrelated random variation in slow-time.
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Figure 4.10: Image reconstruction using the following algorithms parameters: ν = 1,
λ1 = 64, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.06, No = 10, and Nc = 8. Realistic coefficient strength based on
ᾱn ∼ N (0, πCαα) using D/r0 = 1/4, with a uncorrelated random variation in slow-time.
For this case, the algorithms under test are able to mitigate a majority of the side-lobes and
reconstruct the focused point targets to the correct locations in the image.
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Figure 4.11: Image reconstruction using the following algorithms parameters: ν = 1,
λ1 = 64, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.06, No = 10, and Nc = 8. Realistic coefficient strength based
on ᾱn ∼ N (0, 3π/2Cαα) using D/r0 = 1/4, with a completely random variation in slow-
time. This a more challenging case, where the algorithms under test are able to mitigate




Each of the model error correction algorithms considered in this dissertation rely on the
sparse image reconstruction (SIR) algorithm to provide the initial estimate of the scene
reflectivity. This initial estimate is then used to estimate the unknown atmospheric phase
errors that will be incorporated into the collection matrix in order to inform the next iter-
ation of SIR. This joint optimization iterates until convergence is obtained. In this section
we plot the average convergence of the proposed algorithms studied in this dissertation.
To arrive at the average convergence, we simulate multiple independent random draws of
the first ten Zernike coefficients, similar to subsection 4.6.2, to corrupt the simulated phase
history data. We then store the normalized change in the estimate of the scene reflectivity
(image) at each iteration. Averaging this result over the multiple independent realizations
we arrive at the convergence curves presented in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12: Plot of the convergence condition versus iteration number for each of the
proposed model error correction algorithms.
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Based on these curves we conclude that all of the proposed algorithms converge very
rapidly, but take upwards of 40-50 iterations to obtain the defined convergence threshold, η.
Another interesting feature, is that SVPC algorithm has an uncharacteristic bump that be-
gins around 4 iterations, on the average. At this point in SVPC the change in the image is no
longer monotonically decreasing like the other model error correction algorithms, instead
the change is diverging until iteration 6 (or 7) where the model error correction starts to
improve the image. Another interesting feature of these curves is how closely the proposed
algorithms follow the uncorrected SIR curves for the first 4-5 iterations. After which, the
proposed algorithms take many more iterations to refine the image and eventually converge
to a well-focused image.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter we introduce an atmospheric SAL collection model relating the measured,
perturbed phase history data to the unknown target reflectivities in the illuminated target
area. Using this collection model we develop and test three spatially-variant model error
correction algorithms. We provide an overview of the moving target autofocus (MTA) algo-
rithm and test the algorithm with a test spatially-variant phase error consisting of quadratic,
power-law, and random phase perturbations. Next we develop the spatially-variant phase
correction (SVPC) algorithm that solves directly for the spatially-variant phase errors. We
test the SVPC algorithm with a similar class spatially-variant phase error used in MTA
testing. Lastly, we develop the model-based atmospheric phase correction (MBAPC) algo-
rithm to specifically handle atmospheric phase errors perturbing SAL data. The MBAPC
algorithm utilizes well-established spatial basis sets to decompose the spatially-variant at-
mospheric phase errors, taking advantage of the inherent spatial correlation in atmospheric
phase errors. Incorporating spatial basis sets reduces the number of unknowns that must be
solved for during each waveform’s model error correction step.
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We implement the well-established Conjugate Gradient optimization algorithm to solve
for the optimal value of the unknown model errors. For MTA, a linear implementation of
the Conjugate Gradient optimization is used to efficiently solve for the unknown complex
phasor representing the spatially-variant model error. In SVPC and MBAPC, a nonlin-
ear Conjugate Gradient optimization is used to solve for the spatially-variant phase error
representing the unknown model error. To aid efficient implementation of the SVPC and
MBAPC algorithms we derive the analytical gradient to guide the nonlinear least squares
estimation problem. Utilizing an analytical expression for the gradient enables timely con-
vergence of the algorithms to the optimal estimate of the model error. Lastly, we compare
the derived gradients for each algorithms data fidelity terms. The SVPC gradient is derived
with respect to the unknown spatially-variant phase error. This results in a projection of the
MTA gradient onto the spatially-variant phasor term. Furthermore, for MBAPC the SVPC
gradient is projected onto the orthogonal spatial basis set used to parametrically model the
atmospheric phase error.
We exercise and validate the spatially-variant model error correction algorithms using
simulated SAL data. We simulated a perturbed SAL phase history data using the parameters
in chapter 3 and randomly distributed Zernike coefficients. Reconstructing SAL imagery
using the SIR algorithm paired with and without the SDA model error correction, is shown
to not offer a significant increase in the reconstructed image quality. We show that each of
the spatially variant model error correction algorithms work well with the SIR algorithm
to iteratively reconstruct a well-focused SAL image from perturbed phase history data.
The proposed algorithms perform well and drastically reduce the amount of cross-range
side-lobes in the reconstructed imagery. The decrease in side-lobes is indicative of each al-
gorithms ability to properly model the spatially-variant phase error and incorporate it into
the pre-determined collection matrix. Accurately describing the spatially-variant phase er-
ror in the collection matrix enables the reconstruction of a well-focused SAL image from
the perturbed phase history data. We show that each of the proposed algorithms are capa-
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ble of estimating and removing the two classes of spatially-variant phase error under test,
correlated (colored) and white random phase errors, making them suitable candidates for




In this chapter we study the efficacy of the aforementioned model error correction algo-
rithms using atmospheric ray trace simulated SAL data. We utilize the ray traced atmo-
spheric phase errors to corrupt the otherwise isotropic reflectivities of fixed and randomly
distributed point targets. In section 5.1 we introduce the procedure implemented in this
dissertation to find the optimal parameter tuning for all the proposed algorithms. In sec-
tion 5.2-5.3 we apply the proposed model error correction algorithms using phase history
data generated from fixed and random point targets, respectively. Using the reconstructed
imagery, we compute the reconstruction performance metrics of each algorithm and plot
the average performance in section 5.4 as a function of turbulence multiplier. In section 5.5
we study the performance of the MBAPC algorithm on atmospherically perturbed SAL
data simulated in a low SNR environment. We implement the algorithms on two differ-
ent sets of linear targets in section 5.6 to show the applicability of the algorithms to more
complex targets. Lastly, we provide concluding remarks in section 5.7.
5.1 Parameter Tuning
All of the spatially-variant model error correction algorithms considered in this dissertation
require parameter tuning to arrive at a well-focused SAL image. For MTA and SVPC
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proper selection of the sparsity Lagrangian, λ2 and λϕ, is critical for convergence of the
algorithm to well-focused SAL image. The MBAPC algorithm optimal selection of the
correct number of spatial coefficients, No and Nc, for the Zernike polynomials and Fourier-
series basis sets, respectively. Through experimentation, we have identified that all of the
proposed algorithms can be tuned using the reconstruction performance metrics introduced
in section 3.4. We present the parameter tuning strategies below and offer algorithmic
solutions for each algorithm providing the optimal reconstruction of SAL imagery from
the atmospherically perturbed SAL data.
5.1.1 Tuning Sparsity Lagrangian
Selecting the optimal parameter for the MTA and SVPC algorithms is done using recon-
struction performance metrics with a human-in-the-loop or via the parameter tuning al-
gorithm developed in this section. In the parameter tuning algorithm, we compute one (or
multiple) reconstruction performance metric(s) as the sparsity Lagrangian is varied for each
algorithm. At a given parameter tuning the model error correction algorithms offer varying
levels of atmospheric mitigation. For the MTA algorithm we note that for a certain band of
parameter values the optimal performance is obtained, but as the Lagrangian is increased
the emphasis on sparsity in the spatially-variant phase error is increased and reconstruction
performance diminishes. Similarly, for the SVPC algorithm there is an optimal band of
sparsity Lagrangian that offers the best reconstruction.
In this dissertation we focus primarily on maximizing the reconstructed image sharp-
ness, hence the proposed IQM-based parameter tuning algorithm provides the optimal spar-
sity parameter in the sense that it maximizes image sharpness. We have found through
experimentation that the sharpness performance metric is unimodal as a function of the
sparsity parameter mapped to a logarithmic parameter space. We plot the resulting average
image sharpness for all turbulence multipliers, γ, and a wide-range of sparsity parameters
in Figure 5.1. Based on the curves presented in the Figure 5.1 we can select the optimal
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sparsity parameter from the range 1 ≤ λ2 ≤ 3 (or 100 ≤ λ2 ≤ 100.5). As λ2 is increased
further the reconstruction performance converges to that of the sparse image reconstruc-
tion (SIR) algorithm without model error correction. In other words, the MTA algorithm
is not estimating the atmospheric phase error and incorporating it into the pre-determined
collection matrix.
Figure 5.1: Parameter selection of sparsity Lagrangian (λ2) averaged over ten indepen-
dent realizations for all turbulence multipliers, γ. These plots were generated using the
following algorithms parameters: η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, ν = 1 and λ1 = 64.
Similarly, for the SVPC algorithm we need to properly tune the sparsity parameter, λϕ,
across the turbulence strengths considered in this simulation. To address this unanswered
problem we propose using image sharpness as a means to tune the SVPC algorithm. In
Figure 5.2 we plot the average image sharpness, normalized by the ideal image sharpness,
across all the turbulence multipliers, γ, as a function of the sparsity Lagrangian. While the
ideal image sharpness is unknown in all practical imaging scenarios we utilize this metric
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to point out some interesting behavior of the SVPC algorithm. We note three interesting
regions for the SVPC algorithm that show up in the resulting image sharpness curve. The
first region occurs at low sparsity Lagrangian values (λϕ ≤ 10−1) where the SVPC al-
gorithm completely diverges. In this region, the SVPC algorithm disperses all the target
reflectivities in the cross-range dimension of the SAL image yielding an unintelligible re-
constructed SAL image. The second region is corresponds to the optimal region, where we
obtain the best reconstruction performance in terms of image sharpness, 10−1 < λϕ ≤ 100.
We note, that the SVPC algorithm reconstructs well-focused targets with a sharpness met-
ric exceeding that of the ideal reconstruction. This is a feature of the IQM-based parameter
tuning algorithm that could be improved by incorporating additional metrics into the op-
timization problem. Also, this behavior is not observed when tuning the MTA algorithm.
Lastly, as λϕ is increased the reconstruction performance converges to that of sparse image
reconstruction (SIR) algorithm without model error correction, which agrees well with the
performance characteristics of MTA.
To tune both MTA and SVPC algorithms we perform a coarse grid search over the
sparsity parameter and select parameter corresponding to the peak of the image sharpness
curves. Refinements can be made about the initially selected parameter by hand-tuning
based on the user’s preference. Alternatively, an optimization algorithm can perform a
line search for the optimal sparsity parameter in the sense that it maximizes image sharp-
ness. Given the complex nature of each algorithm, deriving an analytical gradient to drive
convergence is non-trivial and not explored in this body of work. To fine tune the al-
gorithm, Matlab’s inbuilt function fminsearch is used to arrive at the optimal parameter
tuning. Convergence on the optimal solution is defined using the absolute change in the
image sharpness |Γ(x̂i)− Γ(x̂i−1)| < ηΓ and the norm of the change in sparsity parameter
||λi − λi−1||2 < ηλ [107]. The default values for convergence are ηΓ = ηλ = 1−4 [107]. In
this context, we use Γ(∗) to represent the image sharpness reconstruction performance met-
ric that operates on the reconstructed image. We offer a general block diagram describing
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Figure 5.2: Parameter selection of the SVPC sparsity Lagrangian (λϕ) averaged over ten
independent realizations for all turbulence multipliers, γ. These plots were generated using
the following algorithms parameters: η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, ν = 1 and λ1 = 64.
the parameter tuning optimization algorithm in Figure 5.3.
For the MTA algorithm we found that λ2 = 1 yields consistently good results for vary-
ing image content, turbulence strengths, and image reconstruction grids. On the other hand,
the SVPC algorithm may require re-tuning when switching between the aforementioned
operating conditions. In each case, the sparsity Lagrangians are small. The result is intu-
itive in that the smaller the Lagrangian the less sparsity of the spatially-variant phase error
is emphasized. Given that atmospheric phase errors perturb all the targets in the illuminated
target, sparsity should be de-emphasized in the optimal solution.
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Figure 5.3: General block diagram of the parameter tuning algorithm for MTA (λ2) and
SVPC (λϕ).
5.1.2 MBAPC Model Order
For the MBAPC algorithm we parametrically model the spatially-variant phase error using
a set of orthogonal spatial basis sets. The power-law structure of the atmospheric phase
error suggests that the majority of the power exists in the low-order spatial modes (Tip,
Tilt, and Defocus as described in Appendix E), while less power exists in the higher-order
spatial modes. Furthermore, the coefficients representing the atmospheric phase errors are
also power-law random variables. Given that the true model order (optimal number of co-
efficients) is unknown a-priori for a given atmospheric phase error, the MBAPC algorithm
requires a model order selection algorithm to properly represent the atmospheric phase
errors.
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In this dissertation we approach the problem of selecting model order for MBAPC
using the IQM-based optimization algorithm described for MTA and SVPC algorithms.
In Figure 5.4 we plot the normalized image sharpness metric for the MBAPC algorithm
as the model order is incremented. Given that we know the optimal model order of the
MBAPC algorithm will exist at an integer value, we can run the algorithm across a coarse
grid of integers No > 2. For this analysis we ran the MBAPC algorithm for a range of
model orders, 2 ≤ No ≤ 16. We repeat each reconstruction for the turbulence strengths
(γ) considered in the ray trace simulation. The result of this analysis is a plot of average
image sharpness versus MBAPC model order, No. We note that image sharpness appears
to plateau for all turbulence strengths around No = 10 (or 12). Similar to SVPC, we
note that the reconstructed SAL imagery at model orders greater than No = 6, results in a
reconstructed image that is sharper than the ideal image. However, for all practical imaging
scenarios selecting a model order at (or immediately before) the plateau in image sharpness
results in well-focused imagery.
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Figure 5.4: Parameter selection of the Zernike model order implemented in algorithm 4
averaged over ten independent realizations for all turbulence multipliers, γ. These plots
were generated using the following algorithms parameters: η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, ν = 1
and λ1 = 64.
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5.2 Fixed Targets
In this section we consider a set of unit-amplitude point targets distributed throughout the
ground plane of the illuminated target area. Each of the point targets is perturbed by atmo-
spheric phase errors as described in detail in chapter 3. To reconstruct imagery from the
perturbed phase history data we implement SIR with the three proposed model error cor-
rection algorithms: MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC. In Figure 5.5-5.6 we show reconstructed
imagery from all the proposed algorithms for a single realization of atmosphere; where
the turbulence multiplier on H-V 5/7 is γ = 3.0. Ordering of the imagery is kept constant
throughout the remainder of this section, starting with the ideal reconstruction Figure 5.5(a)
and ending with the Fourier-series model error corrected reconstruction Figure 5.5(f). For
these point targets we reconstruct the imagery on a grid two times finer than the resolution.
When this is done the point targets super-resolve to each of their respective locations in
the image formation grid. The Laplacian prior introduced in the SIR algorithm enables the
super-resolution reconstructions. Furthermore, all of the proposed model error correction
algorithms are compatible with super-resolving the point targets.
Image reconstruction using an uncorrected model Figure 5.5(b) illustrates the extent
to which the atmospheric phase errors diminish the interpretability of the reconstructed
SAL image. In Figure 5.5(d-f), all of the proposed model error correction algorithms miti-
gate a majority of the atmospheric phase errors, reconstructing a well-focused image. The
reconstructed imagery appears very similar to the ideal imagery. In Figure 5.6 similar
conclusions can be drawn; however, for this realization of atmosphere is drawn from a tur-
bulence multiplier on H-V 5/7 of γ = 4.0. We set the sparsity parameter λ2 = 1 remained
constant for all implementations of MTA algorithm. We found that a sparsity parameter of
λϕ = 0.025 and 0.1 yielded the best reconstructions for the SVPC algorithm, respectively.
For a reconstruction grid ν = 2, we arrive at an optimal model order ofNo = 21 for Zernike
modes and Nc = 24 for Fourier-series modes. In each of these images the sparse image
formation step is kept constant. The only change between all six subplots is the model error
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correction algorithm under test, respectively.
Figure 5.5: Reconstruction of fixed, unit amplitude targets given the 70th (out of 100) re-
alization of atmospheric phase error (γ = 3.0) using the following algorithms parameters:
ν = 2, λ1 = 64, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.025, No = 21, and Nc = 24.
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Figure 5.6: Example reconstruction of fixed, unit amplitude targets given the 30th (out
of 100) realization of atmospheric phase error (γ = 4.0) using the following algorithms
parameters: ν = 2, λ1 = 64, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.1, No = 21, and Nc = 24.
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5.3 Random Targets
In this section we test the proposed model error correction algorithms using ray trace sim-
ulations of randomly distributed point targets. The point targets are randomly distributed
throughout the ground plane of the illuminated target area and each target has a correspond-
ing random reflectivity. The reflectivity of each target remains isotropic, but is no longer
unit amplitude as in the previous section. The only variation in the isotropic reflectivity is
the atmospheric phase error provided by the ray trace simulation. The randomly distributed
point targets make a great test case for MBAPC algorithm, as well as the other algorithms
under test. The MBAPC correction algorithm fits an atmospheric, spatial basis set to phase
history data per the model developed in chapter 4. The targets present in the scene represent
samples of the atmospheric phase error distributed throughout the illuminated target area.
In other words, the scene reflectivity provides samples of the atmospheric phase error for
the least squares fit.
In Figure 5.7-5.8 we display the reconstructed SAL images for two different sets of
random point targets and atmospheric realizations. The turbulence multiplier on H-V 5/7 is
set to γ = 4.0 for each test case. In Figure 5.7, the spatially-variant model error correction
algorithms mitigate a majority of the atmospheric phase errors perturbing the phase history
data and reconstruct well-focused SAL imagery. However, there is a residual linear phase
error term (mostly common to all the point targets) that results in a shift in the positive
direction of the cross-range (u) dimension of the reconstructed image. A key technical
challenge to evaluating the performance of these reconstructions using the reference-based
metrics (RBM) is the residual linear phase errors, particularly the spatially-variant linear
phase errors. We plot the ideal location of the randomly distributed point targets in the
SAL image using red dots. In Figure 5.8, the illuminated target area contains more point
targets with overlapping side-lobe levels. However, given this challenging case, all of the
proposed model error correction algorithms do a good job of mitigating the atmospheric
phase error and reconstruct a well-focused SAL image.
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Figure 5.7: Example reconstruction of random position and amplitude targets given the 1st
(of 150) realization of atmospheric phase error (γ = 4.0) using the following algorithms
parameters: ν = 2, λ1 = 64, No = 21, Nc = 24, λ2 = 1, and λϕ = 0.06.
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Figure 5.8: Example reconstruction of random position and amplitude targets given the 12th
(of 150) realization of atmospheric phase error (γ = 4.0) using the following algorithms
parameters: ν = 2, λ1 = 64, No = 21, Nc = 24, λ2 = 1, and λϕ = 0.06.
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5.4 Average Performance
In this dissertation we quantify algorithm performance in terms of the image quality of the
reconstructed SAL imagery. The better the algorithm is at representing the spatially-variant
nature of the atmosphere, the better the reconstructed image quality. We demonstrated this
visually in Figure 5.5-5.8 for super-resolution reconstructions, ν = 2. Utilizing numerous
independent realizations of the atmosphere generated using the ray trace simulation, we can
compute the average image quality as a function of turbulence strength, γ. We utilize the
reconstruction performance metrics (IQM and RBM) introduced in section 3.4 to quantify
reconstruction performance of each algorithm under test. Each image quality metric (IQM)
is normalized by the quality of the ideal reconstruction. Hence, the metrics offer an idea of
the algorithm’s ability to mitigate detrimental effects of the atmosphere and restore image
quality relative to the ideal image.
The results of this study were recorded using algorithm parameters determined from
the plots in Figure 5.1-5.4. The respective parameter values and model orders are selected
utilizing the coarse grid search with fine tuning done by hand. We implement the MTA
algorithm on all the atmospherically perturbed phase history data using λ2 = 1. Similarly,
λϕ = 0.08 is used when implementing the SVPC algorithm. For the MBAPC algorithm,
we use No = 10 Zernike modes and Nc = 16 Fourier-series modes are used to represent
the atmospheric phase error. We note that for the SVPC and MBAPC algorithms, image
sharpness algorithm tuning yielded over-sharpened imagery. In this study, the image re-
construction step is kept constant and images are reconstructed to a grid matched to the
resolution of the SAL waveform and collection, ν = 1. For this study the capability of
each model error correction algorithm directly influences the reconstruction performance
across the turbulence strengths.
In Figure 5.11-5.12 we plot the average reconstruction performance of each model er-
ror correction algorithm, for the fixed target and random target simulations, respectively.
The proposed model error correction algorithms restore image quality to nearly the same
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level as the ideal image. Given that the parameters and model order selection is guided by
image sharpness, we introduce two additional IQM to offer alternative metrics to quantify
the reconstruction performance. Image entropy and image contrast both show good re-
construction quality for the proposed algorithms. The image contrast metric is sensitive to
residual high-frequency phase errors, since it is based on the statistics of the cross-range di-
mension of the reconstructed imagery [31,32]. In Figure 5.12 the SVPC algorithm appears
to have a diminished contrast for all turbulence multipliers, with reasonable sharpness and
entropy levels. We discovered through experimentation that spurious reconstructions are
corrupting the reconstructed SVPC imagery. In Figure 5.9-5.10, we provide reconstructed
imagery from the proposed algorithms using atmospherically perturbed phase history data
from fixed point targets and random point targets, respectively.
For the TBR metric all the proposed algorithms perform well. We report a separation
of > 40 dB between the targets and background for all turbulence strengths considered
in this study. However, the element-wise error metrics, image MSE and TV, report sim-
ilar degraded performance. There are two factors that impact image MSE and TV. The
first factor is over-sharpening reported in the average image sharpness metric plots. As
the SIR algorithm with model error correction increasingly improves image quality, the
sparser the reconstruction becomes. If this reconstruction is sparser (sharper) than the ideal
reconstruction, then the resulting image MSE and TV metrics will report degraded perfor-
mance. This is an inherent challenge with using the IQM-based parameter tuning algo-
rithms. The optimized sparsity Lagrangians do not necessarily minimize the reconstructed
image MSE. The second factor corresponds to shifts in the reconstructed target reflectivi-
ties due to linear phase errors imparted by the atmosphere. We remove a majority of the
spatially-invariant linear phase errors by performing registration in the cross-range dimen-
sion prior to computing the metrics. However, residual spatially-variant linear phase errors
result in spatially-variant shifts that degrade the resulting image MSE and TV metrics.
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Figure 5.9: Example reconstruction of random position and amplitude targets given the 14th
(of 150) realization of atmospheric phase error (γ = 3.0) using the following algorithms
parameters: ν = 1, λ1 = 64, No = 10, Nc = 16, λ2 = 1, and λϕ = 0.08.
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Figure 5.10: Example reconstruction of random position and amplitude targets given the
12th (of 150) realization of atmospheric phase error (γ = 3.0) using the following algo-
rithms parameters: ν = 1, λ1 = 64, No = 10, Nc = 16, λ2 = 1, and λϕ = 0.08.
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Figure 5.11: Plot of Monte Carlo simulation results for the fixed, unit-amplitude point
targets. Metrics are averaged over numerous independent realizations of atmospheric phase
error. Algorithms are implemented using the following algorithm parameters: ν = 1,
λ1 = 64, No = 10, Nc = 16, λ2 = 1, and λϕ = 0.08.
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Figure 5.12: Plot of Monte Carlo simulation results for the random position and amplitude
point targets. Metrics are averaged over numerous realizations of atmospheric phase error.
Algorithms are implemented using the following algorithms parameters: ν = 1, λ1 = 64,
No = 10, Nc = 16, λ2 = 1, and λϕ = 0.08.
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5.5 Low SNR Results
In this section we analyze the MBAPC algorithm’s ability to mitigate atmospheric phase
errors corrupting phase history data simulated in the low SNR regime. We assume the phase
history data is corrupted by additive complex white Gaussian noise (CWGN), identical to
chapter 4. The standard deviation of the additive CWGN is defined as a function of average






As the SNR level decreases the phase history data is corrupted by more additive noise,
which results in a decrease in the reconstructed image quality. In Figure 5.13 we show
the resulting matched filtered image and reconstructed sparse image using phase history
data simulated at a SNR of 0dB. In this case the average signal power in the phase history
domain is equal to the variance of the additive complex Gaussian noise, σ2ε = E[|ỹ|2].
Figure 5.13: Reconstruction of vacuum simulation corrupted by additive complex Gaussian
noise using matched filter (a) and sparse image reconstruction algorithm (b), where SNR =
0dB, γ = 0, λ1 = 512, η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, and β = 2.
We analyze two different turbulence strengths γ = 3.0 and γ = 4.0 with a phase
history data simulated at a SNR of 0dB in Figure 5.14-5.15. For the turbulence multiplier of
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γ = 3.0 we implement the MTA, Zernike MBAPC, and Fourier-series MBAPC algorithms.
The image reconstruction algorithm parameter is kept constant throughout this section. We
set the Lagrangian for image sparsity set to λ1 = 512 based on the results obtained in
Figure 5.13. Considering an atmospherically perturbed dataset, we show the reconstructed
imagery in Figure 5.14. In this case, the uncorrected sparse image formation displays a
reasonable amount of focusing just by setting the image sparsity parameter, λ1 = 512.
This is an interesting result, as the SIR algorithm may offer inherent suppression of the
side-lobes when they are well below the noise floor.
In Figure 5.14-5.15, the three other model error correction algorithms show further im-
proved focusing of the imaged point targets. However, the MBAPC algorithm suffers more
from the additive noise than the MTA algorithm. The MTA algorithm emphasizes sparsity
in the model error correction step, which aids in suppressing false-positive reconstructions
resulting from additive noise. Operating in low SNR regime, the spurious reconstructions
in the first couple iterations of the sparse image formation algorithm have the potential to
be interpreted by MBAPC as legitimate target returns. Once this occurs the algorithm will
start to fit the spatial basis set to all the reflectivities in the current estimate of the image.
To overcome this limitation we allow the sparse image formation algorithm to iterate
until convergence, then bootstrap the MBAPC algorithm to the result of the SIF algorithm.
This acts to filter out the initial spurious reconstructions that trap the MBAPC algorithm
into a local minimum. The bootstrapped MBAPC algorithm results are presented in Fig-
ure 5.16 along with the uncorrected reconstruction and MTA corrected reconstruction. For
this realization of noise we performed multiple iterations (Niter = 8) of the sparse im-
age formation algorithm before we enable the MBAPC model error correction step. While
some of the spurious reconstructions are still present a majority of them are attenuated
using this simple modification. An algorithmic framework for this modification may be
possible, but is not explored in this dissertation.
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Figure 5.14: Reconstruction of γ = 3.0× H-V 5/7 corrupted by additive complex Gaussian
noise using (a) sparse image reconstruction algorithm (b) MTA algorithm (λ2 = 1) (c)
Zernike MBAPC (No = 21) (d) Fourier-series (Nc = 24) MBAPC. Data simulated at SNR
= 0dB with image reconstruction parameters set to λ1 = 512, η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, and
β = 2.
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Figure 5.15: Reconstruction of γ = 4.0× H-V 5/7 corrupted by additive complex Gaussian
noise using (a) sparse image reconstruction algorithm (b) MTA algorithm (λ2 = 1) (c)
Zernike MBAPC (No = 21) (d) Fourier-series (Nc = 24) MBAPC. Data simulated at SNR
= 0dB with image reconstruction parameters set to λ1 = 512, η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, and
β = 2.
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Figure 5.16: Reconstruction of γ = 4.0× H-V 5/7 corrupted by additive complex Gaussian
noise using (a) sparse image reconstruction algorithm (b) MTA algorithm (λ2 = 1) (c)
Modified Zernike MBAPC (No = 21) (d) Modified Fourier-series MBAPC (Nc = 24).
Data simulated at SNR = 0dB with image reconstruction parameters set to λ1 = 512,
η = 10E−3, ε = 10E−5, and β = 2.
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5.6 Linear Targets
In this section we analyze the performance of the proposed model error correction algo-
rithms at correct more complex targets perturbed by atmospheric phase errors. For this
analysis we select two targets with increasing spatial complexity without a background
as shown in Figure 5.17. These are relatively more difficult targets given the spatially-
variant nature of atmospheric phase errors. Recall that atmospheric phase error perturb the
transmitted optical field; hence they perturb the reflectivity across the face of the illumi-
nated target. This presents a unique challenge to autofocusing given that variation in the
atmospheric phase error across the height of the target will collapse into a single perturbed
reflectivity. This projection of the target reflectivities into the measurement plane has the
potential to destroy the assumed spatial correlation associated with atmospheric phase er-
rors.
Figure 5.17: Point cloud of target locations in the ground plane of the illuminated target
area.
In Figure 5.18 we reconstruct a linear target corrupted by atmospheric phase errors
(γ = 4). The ideal reconstruction for the sparse image formation parameters is displayed
in Figure 5.18(a) and the perturbed reconstruction in Figure 5.18(b). For this particular
turbulence strength the linear target is blurred out in cross-range to approximately four-
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times the original width. In Figure 5.18(d)-(f) we display the reconstruction results for
the proposed model error correction algorithms. Both MTA and SVPC, tuned to λ2 = 1
and λϕ = 0.25, respectively, offer the best reconstruction performance. The width of the
reconstructed linear target is approximately two-times broader than the original width, with
a majority of the cross-range side-lobes being effectively mitigated. For the Fourier-series
MBAPC algorithm we utilized the firstNc = 24 modes to reconstruct the target reflectivity.
For the MBAPC algorithm we note fewer points are reconstructed across the linear target.
Furthermore, there is an increase in spurious reconstructions off the linear target that reduce
the overall interpretability of the image.
We display the reconstructed imagery for the target consisting of linear targets and a
curved line in Figure 5.19. The reconstruction results are approximately the same as for
the previous test target. The MTA and SVPC model error correction algorithms offer really
good reconstruction performance. For this reconstruction we found the optimal parameter
for MTA and SVPC to be λ2 = 1 and λϕ = 0.25, respectively. Similarly, MBAPC algo-
rithm reconstructs well focused lines for all of the targets in the image. However, there
is a significant increase in spurious reconstructions appearing throughout the image. We
performed the reconstruction using the Fourier-series MBAPC algorithm using Nc = 24
modes. We found through experimentation that increasing the number of Fourier-series
nodes in MBAPC, we arrive at fewer reconstructed points across the targets in the scene
with fewer spurious reconstructions throughout the reconstructed image.
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Figure 5.18: Reconstruction of linear target corrupted by γ = 4.0× H-V 5/7 using algo-
rithm parameters: ν = 2, λ1 = 128, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.25, and Nc = 24.
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Figure 5.19: Reconstruction of multiple linear target corrupted by γ = 4.0× H-V 5/7 using
algorithm parameters: ν = 2, λ1 = 128, λ2 = 1, λϕ = 0.25, and Nc = 24.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter we exercised the proposed model error correction algorithms using atmo-
spherically perturbed phase history data generated from the ray trace simulation. Before
applying the algorithms to the ray trace data we introduced the IQM-based parameter tun-
ing algorithm and model order selection algorithm. Each algorithm is tuned using the
reconstructed image’s sharpness metric. Through experimentation we found that MTA and
SVPC algorithms have a similar unimodal image sharpness profile across a coarse grid of
sparsity parameters, λ2 and λϕ, respectively. Using the coarse grid search, a neighborhood
of parameter values is identified that offers good reconstruction performance. Further re-
finement of the sparsity Lagrangian can be done by hand tuning or via optimization using
1D search algorithm. Lastly, we introduce the IQM-based model order selection algorithm
to select the number of coefficients for the MBAPC algorithm. We perform a grid search
over the integer values No > 2 and select the model order that corresponds to the plateau
in reconstructed image sharpness.
For the SVPC and MBAPC algorithms we arrive at optimal sparsity Lagrangian and
model order, respectively, using image-sharpness-based optimization. For both of these
algorithms, the optimal tuning resulted in a well-focused image with an image sharpness
metric exceeding the ideal reconstruction. In practical imaging scenarios the ideal recon-
struction cannot be obtained. Thus this parameter tuning and model order selection strategy
offers the best image reconstruction in the sense that the image sharpness is optimized.
To test the proposed algorithms reconstruction performance we considered two classes
of point targets: The first target is a fixed array of isotropic, unit amplitude point targets
distributed throughout the illuminated target area. The second target consists of an array of
randomly distributed point targets with randomly varying, isotropic reflectivities. For both
target sets the target reflectivity is isotropic until the turbulence strength is strong enough to
impart an atmospheric phase error on each target in the illuminated target area. We apply
the proposed algorithms to the simulated atmospherically perturbed phase history data for
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each class of point targets. We show that all of the algorithms under test mitigate a majority
of the atmospheric phase errors and reconstruct well-focused imagery.
We quantified the average performance of MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC over a wide range
of atmospheric turbulence strengths, using the reconstruction performance metrics defined
in section 3.4. We found that all of the proposed model error correction algorithms provide
well-focused reconstructed SAL imagery, which results in good IQM-based reconstruction
performance across all the turbulence multipliers. Only the SVPC algorithm scored low
in terms of image contrast, this is a direct result of spurious reconstructions throughout
the cross-range dimension of the reconstructed imagery. The spurious reconstructions in-
crease the average value of each of the range bins, which decreases the overall contrast
of the image. The SVPC algorithm score well in terms of image sharpness and entropy,
which motivates the need to consider multiple IQM metrics to get a complete picture of an
algorithm’s performance.
Quantifying performance using element-wise error metrics, image MSE and TV, presents
a unique challenge when studying atmospherically perturbed phase history data. There are
two reasons for the degraded image MSE and TV: The first being the over-sharpening of
the reconstructed imagery produced by the proposed algorithms. The well-focused point
targets have a larger element-wise error with a less-focused reconstruction, even if that
reconstruction is obtained from unperturbed phase history data with identical SIR param-
eters. The second reason is the residual linear phase errors imparted by the atmosphere
result in unknown shifts of the target reflectivity in the cross-range dimension of the re-
constructed image. We found through experimentation that the cross-range shifts can vary
spatially throughout the image, i.e. there isn’t a single linear phase error shifting all of the
targets in the scene. When compiling the reconstruction performance metrics we remove a
majority of the offset in cross-range using a registration algorithm. None of the proposed
atmospheric model error correction algorithms are capable of mitigating the linear phase
errors imparted by the atmosphere. Performing registration prior to computing the image
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MSE and TV minimizes the amount the proposed algorithms are penalized as a result of
the linear phase errors.
Lastly we exercised the proposed atmospheric model error correction algorithms using
two challenging operating conditions. The first challenging operating condition is mitigat-
ing atmospheric phase errors corrupting phase history data collected in a low SNR envi-
ronment (SNR = 0 dB). In this collection environment the average signal (phase history)
power is equal to the additive noise power corrupting the simulated data. Operating in
this regime, we found that the MTA algorithm handled the presence of noise much better
than the MBAPC algorithm. The introduction of false targets represents a key technical
challenge to spatially-decomposing the atmospheric phase errors. For some realizations of
noise the MBAPC algorithm reconstructed reflectivities that did not correspond to actual
simulated targets. We were able to overcome this technical challenge by allowing the sparse
image reconstruction (SIR) algorithm to filter out a majority of the noise before starting
model error correction using the MBAPC algorithm. We found through experimentation
that Niter = 8 works well for the simulations we explored in this dissertation.
Furthermore, the tuned SIR algorithm (λ1 = 512), operating without model error cor-
rection, offered reasonable reconstruction performance in the low SNR regime. In the low
SNR regime, the atmospheric phase errors induce cross-range side-lobes, with a majority
of the side-lobes reconstructing under the noise floor. The SIR algorithm effectively recon-
structs the underlying array of point targets while mitigating the noise, and coincidentally
the atmospheric phase errors. While this is not the correct way to mitigate the effects of
atmospheric phase errors in the reconstructed SAL imagery, it is an interesting result that
may be useful when collecting atmospherically limited SAL data in a low SNR environ-
ment. Operating the SIR algorithm without a model error correction step will offer more
timely reconstruction of SAL imagery.
The second challenging case consists of reconstructing a set of linear features in the
illuminated target area from atmospherically corrupted SAL data. In this case we expect
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the atmospheric phase error to evolve spatially across the face of the targets. The resulting
reconstruction would need to arrive at the phase of all the points on the target in order to
untangle the complicated target and side-lobe interactions. For this complicated reconstruc-
tion we show that all of the proposed algorithms offer better reconstruction performance
than the existing autofocus algorithm, SDA. Furthermore, the non-parametric atmospheric
model error correction algorithms offer the best reconstruction performance. On the other
hand, the MBAPC algorithm offers well-focused target features, but suffers from spurious
reconstructions throughout the reconstructed image. This is a challenging case for all the
proposed algorithms and highlights the potential short comings of parametrically model-
ing the atmospheric phase errors in the ground plane. The MTA and SVPC algorithms
are better able to represent the atmospheric phase errors across the face of the target and
reconstruct well-focused imagery. We offer expected impacts and potential future research




In this chapter we perform statistical performance analysis of the MBAPC algorithm and
validate the results using Monte Carlo simulation. Specifically, we derive the Cramer-Rao
lower bound (CRLB) for the unknown coefficient parameter used in the MBAPC algorithm.
In section 6.1 we introduce the underlying theory of the formulation of the CRLB. Then,
we derive the Fisher information for the unknown coefficient parameter and invert the ex-
pression to arrive at the CRLB. In section 6.2 we introduce the Monte Carlo simulation and
the numerous i.i.d. realizations of atmospheric SAL signal model. We show that the de-
rived CRLB is conveniently expressed in terms of the defined signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and the number of frequency samples (K) used in the simulation. Lastly, we quantify the
variance of the MBAPC estimate of the unknown parameter and compare with the derived
CRLB across a wide range of SNRs.
6.1 CRLB Theory
For this analysis we will assume that both collection matrix, An ∈ CK×M , and the target,
T ∈ CM×M , are known and the unknown scalar parameter to be estimated using MBAPC
is αn ∈ R1×1. In the MBAPC algorithm we estimate the unknown coefficients by per-
forming a nonlinear least-squares fit to the nth waveform’s phase history data, ỹn ∈ CK×1.
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Under the assumption of additive, complex white Gaussian noise (CWGN) the maximum-
likelihood estimator (MLE) of the unknown coefficient is given by the following nonlinear
least-squares optimization,
α̂i+1n = arg min
ᾱn
||ỹn − ÃinTβ̄(ᾱn)||22. (6.1)
The maximum-likelihood estimator approaches the CRLB asymptotically as the number
of realizations increases [24]. For the SAL simulation used in this analysis the number of
realizations is set to two different values K = 32 and K = 64 frequency samples.
The CRLB offers insight into the optimal estimation accuracy achievable of any un-
biased estimator. Specifically, it is a measure of the sharpness of the log-likelihood func-
tion. The intuitive way of determining the accuracy of an estimator is to observe the log-
likelihood probability distribution function’s width about the true parameter [24]. As the
width of the log-likelihood function decreases (i.e. an increase in the sharpness of the log-
likelihood function) the less the estimates of the unknown parameter can fluctuate for a
given operating condition. In other words, the sharper the log-likelihood function the less
variance we expect in the estimate of the unknown parameter [24].
We arrive at the sharpness of the log-likelihood by taking the negative second derivative










where αn is the unknown parameter of interest, ln[∗] is the natural logarithm. Defining the
denominator of the CRLB as the well-established Fisher information, F (αn), we can write,
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where the expectation is taken with respect to probability distribution function, p(ỹn;αn)
[24]. Given that the log-likelihood function is a random variable, as it depends on the
measured phase history data, we must take the expectation to arrive at the average sharpness
of the log-likelihood function [24, 25].
The signal model defining the relationship of the unknown coefficient to the nth wave-
form’s measured phase history data, is defined as follows,
ỹn = AnTβ̄(ᾱn) + ε̄n; (6.4)
where [β̄(ᾱn)]m = exp(j[ψ̄n]m), ψ̄n = Zᾱn ∈ RM×1 and Z ∈ RM×1, ᾱn ∈ R1×1,
and ε̄n ∼ CN (0̄, σεI). Using this signal model we can write the likelihood distribution as





The first term in this equation is a constant term that does not depend on the unknown
coefficient, αn. Whereas, the second term is a variance-weighted non-linear least squares
equation identical to Equation 6.1.
Taking the first derivative of the log-likelihood with respect to the unknown, scalar









The full derivation of the expectation of the second derivative of the log-likelihood to arrive
at the Fisher information is provided in Appendix G. The result of the derivation is the
following analytical expression for the Fisher information,














We show in the following section that this result is a ratio of the variance of the CWGN
to the average signal power, i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) used in the Monte Carlo
simulation.
6.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
In this section we focus on perturbing simulated SAL phase history data with a single
Zernike coefficient. We select the first and third Zernike coefficient (Tip and Defocus) as
defined by Noll [11, 22] and randomly vary the coefficient across the synthetic aperture.
The random variation of the coefficient is a zero-mean, σ2α-variance Gaussian distributed
random variable. We implement a Monte Carlo simulation to test the MBAPC estimation
kernel’s variance and compare with the derived CRLB. Each realization of the Monte Carlo
simulation instantiates a new realization of random Zernike coefficient which perturbs the
simulated phase history according to Equation 6.4. We simulate numerous independent
realizations of phase histories, corrupting them with i.i.d. CWGN over a wide range of
SNR values (−20 dB to 20 dB).
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such that we get an SNR defined in dB as follows,






Note that we define the SNR in dB as SNRdB = 10SNR. Using the n
th waveform’s
collection model defined in Equation 4.32 we define the average signal power as follows,







Recall that the CRLB derived contains a similar expression in the denominator. Utilizing


























where K is the number of frequency samples in the nth waveform’s phase history data, ỹn.
Taking the 10 log10 of each side results in a CRLB in dB, as follows,
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≥ −10SNR− 10 log10(2K) (6.17)
Using the parameters of the Monte Carlo simulation, K = 32 frequency samples the con-
stant offset in the CRLB is 10 log10(64) ≈ 18.
The CRLB for the estimate of the unknown coefficient parameter, shown in Equa-
tion 6.17, is inversely proportional to the defined SNR. In the logarithmic domain (log-log)
the analytical expression for the CRLB is a linear function with a slope of -1. The con-
stant offset is twice the number of frequency samples (realizations), K, in decibels (dB).
This result agrees well with the CRLB for the unknown phase of a complex exponential,
derived in [24]. This is an intuitive result, given that the spatial basis set incorporates
spatial-variations of the perturbing phase error into a single coefficient. Thus, the single
coefficient represents the spatially-variant phase error corrupting the phase history data.
Using the output of the Monte Carlo simulation, we compute the MSE between true
coefficient and estimated coefficient and average the result over numerous independent
realizations. Each SAL simulation produces phase history data with Np = 32 wave-
forms. Each waveform having a random Zernike coefficient perturbing the phase his-
tory data according to Equation 6.4. In total the number of independent realizations is
NpNreal = 32× 50 = 1600.
Each of the independent SAL simulations utilizes a different random realization of
sparse scene reflectivity, T. The MBAPC fits a known spatial basis set, Z, to each wave-
form’s phase history data. The point target locations provide the samples of the spatially-
variant phase error that are used to fit the nonlinear least squares. Randomly varying the
location of the point targets in the scene removes unanticipated biases of the MBAPC al-
gorithm to scene structure. In Figure 6.1-6.2, we plot a single realization of known target
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reflectivity along with a realization of the perturbing coefficients. Estimating the unknown
coefficient parameter using MBAPC algorithm we plot the estimate along with the true
coefficients in Figure 6.1[b] and Figure 6.2[a-b].
Figure 6.1: [a] Random realization of the known, sparse scene reflectivity. [b] Random
realization of Zernike coefficient (o = 1 - Tip) ∼ N (0, σ2α). The coefficient variance is set
to σ2α = 1/8.
Figure 6.2: Random realization of Fourier-series coefficient ∼ N (0, σ2α): [a] Real part and
[b] Imaginary part. The coefficient variance is set to σ2α = 1/8.
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6.3 Single Parameter Results (No = 1)
A plot of the derived analytical expression for the CRLB and the MSE from the Monte
Carlo simulation are shown in Figure 6.3. We found that the MBAPC algorithm con-
verges to the correct estimate of the coefficient within a few iterations. For high SNR we
show good agreement between the computed MSE and the analytical expression for the
CRLB. However, given the non-linear nature of the MBAPC algorithm we note that at
low SNR values, the MSE deviates from the derived CRLB. This is commonly referred
to as a threshold effect, where these estimates correspond to outliers when the measure-
ment is completely dominated by noise. Furthermore, this is a well-established feature of
non-linear estimators as noted in [24, 25]. We repeat this same analysis and show good
agreement between the MBAPC algorithm and theoretical limit imposed by the CRLB for
a K = 64 SAL simulation in Figure 6.4. We note that at a K = 64 the constant offset in
the CRLB is 10 log10(128) ≈ 21.
In the analysis for real and complex Monte Carlo simulations we treat the MSE of
each estimate differently. For the estimate of the real coefficient the analysis is straight
forward and is the routine MSE between true coefficient and the estimated coefficient. For
the complex case we compute the MSE between concatenated array of real and imaginary
coefficients. We show good agreement between CRLB and MSE of the real coefficients.
Furthermore, we observe approximately 10 log10(π) ≈ 5 dB separation between the CRLB
and MSE of the complex coefficients. Otherwise, the trend between the analytical CRLB
and the computed MSE is the same.
In Figure 6.5, we plot the ensemble average of the MBAPC algorithm estimates for a
wide range of SNR values (-10 dB to 20 dB). For this plot we perturb phase history data
with the first Zernike polynomial (Tip) and correct the perturbation using MBAPC with the
same Zernike polynomial. To generate the distribution curves, we adapt the aforementioned
Monte Carlo simulation to computeNreal = 50 i.i.d. realizations of corrupted phase history
data with Np = 32 waveforms. Each waveform of the Monte Carlo simulation contains the
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Figure 6.3: MSE between true and estimated coefficient averaged over numerous inde-
pendent realizations of random coefficients across multiple SNR levels. K = 32 and
10 log10(64) ≈ 18. The coefficient variance is set to σ2α = 1/8.
same Zernike coefficient, αn. This results in a distribution with NpNreal = 32×50 = 1600
i.i.d. estimates of the unknown coefficient parameter. We show that the distribution of the
estimates is centered on the true parameter, i.e. is asymptotically unbiased. Furthermore,
the variance of the distribution asymptotically approaches the CRLB as the number of
realizations grows [24].
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Figure 6.4: MSE between true and estimated coefficient averaged over numerous inde-
pendent realizations of random coefficients across multiple SNR levels. K = 64 and
10 log10(128) ≈ 21. The coefficient variance is set to σ2α = 1/8.
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Figure 6.5: Plot of the distribution of the MBAPC algorithm’s estimates from the Monte
Carlo simulation data with K = 64 frequency samples and NpNreal = 32 × 50 = 1600
i.i.d. realizations of additive CWGN. The estimates correspond to the linear Zernike mode,
Tip (o = 1).
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6.4 Multiple Parameter Results (No = 2)
In this section we modify the Monte Carlo simulation to perturb phase history data with
No = 2 Zernike modes. Using the MBAPC algorithm we estimate both unknown coeffi-
cient parameters from phase history data corrupted by additive CWGN. The two modes
we estimate are the two linear Zernike polynomials, commonly referred to as Tip and
Tilt [11, 12, 22]. In the Monte Carlo simulation the Zernike coefficients are i.i.d. ran-
dom variables, distributed according to∼ N (0̄, σ2αI). Similar to the previous Monte Carlo,
we generate NpNreal = 32 × 50 = 1600 realizations of phase history data corrupted by
additive CWGN.
The CRLB governing multiple parameter estimation problem is defined as the inverse
of the Fisher information matrix, Fo,o′ . The entries of the Fisher information matrix are
the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood with respect to the different parameters. In this
case the different parameters correspond to the coefficients used in the MBAPC algorithm.





where the subscript n denoting waveform number is removed to make notation simpler.
Instead, the subscript represents the coefficient number and is denoted by o. We write the
Fisher information matrix as follows,
F =
 −E[ ∂2∂α21 ln[p(ỹn; ᾱ)]] −E[ ∂2∂α1∂α2 ln[p(ỹn; ᾱ)]]
−E[ ∂2
∂α2∂α1













The cross-terms can be shown to be zero, owing to the orthogonality of the spatial basis
sets. The result is a diagonal Fisher information matrix. We arrive at the CRLB for each of
the coefficients by taking the inverse of the Fisher information matrix,
cov[ᾱ] ≥ F−1 (6.21)








This can be extended to a general number of Zernike coefficients, No.
The diagonals of the CRLB matrix represent a lower bound on the accuracy of MBAPC
algorithm. We validate this theory using the aforementioned Monte Carlo simulation. In
Figure 6.6 we plot the variance of the estimates of the unknown coefficients along with
the CRLB for a wide-range of SNR values. We show that simultaneously estimating both
coefficients does not impact the theoretical accuracy of the MBAPC algorithm. In fact, the
curves exhibit similar structure to the single coefficient curves. We note that the MBAPC
algorithm asymptotically attains the CRLB for high SNRs. Given the non-linearity, the
MBAPC accuracy diverges from the CRLB at low SNR as the statistical analysis enters
what is referred to as the Threshold region [24, 25].
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Figure 6.6: MSE between true and estimated coefficients (No = 2) averaged over numerous
independent realizations of random coefficients across multiple SNR levels. K = 32 and
10 log10(64) ≈ 18.
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter we conducted statistical performance analysis of the model-based atmo-
spheric phase correction (MBAPC) algorithm and validated the results using Monte Carlo
simulation. We derived the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the unknown coeffi-
cient parameter used to model the atmospheric phase errors in the MBAPC algorithm. We
show that the CRLB is inversely proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This cor-
responds to a linear function in terms of SNR in dB, in a logarithmic space. The constant
offset in dB is proportional to the number of frequency samples that are collected in the
phase history data, K. The CRLB derived for the unknown coefficient parameter matches
the CRLB for the unknown phase corrupting a complex exponential, derived in [24]. This
is an intuitive result given the spatial basis set used to model the atmospheric phase error
decomposes the spatially-variant phase error into a single unknown parameter. Hence, esti-
mating the unknown coefficient is analogous to estimating an unknown spatially-invariant
phase error. Spatially-invariant autofocusing can be shown to be using the constant term in
the spatial basis sets.
For this estimation problem, the CRLB represents the best statistical performance achiev-
able from an unbiased estimator. We use derived CRLB and Monte Carlo simulation to an-
alyze the statistical performance of the MBAPC algorithm. The MBAPC algorithm utilizes
a non-linear least squares to fit the unknown coefficient parameter to the phase history data
using the atmospheric SAL collection model. Under the assumption of additive complex
white Gaussian noise (CWGN) the non-linear least squares estimation kernel corresponds
to the maximum-likelihood estimate of the unknown coefficient. Using the results of the
Monte Carlo simulation we evaluate the statistical performance of the MBAPC algorithm
and show that the MBAPC algorithm is efficient, in that it attains the CRLB for large SNRs.
Based on this we conclude that the MBAPC is the MLE under the assumption that the phase
history data is corrupted by additive CWGN. At low SNRs the variance of the MBAPC es-
timates diverge from the CRLB, which is well documented for nonlinear estimators as the
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Threshold effect (or region) [24, 25]. Lastly, we note that the complex Fourier-series co-
efficient estimates are offset from the CRLB by a constant bias of 10 log10(π). For both
spatial basis sets, the overall trend of the variance of MBAPC estimates closely matches
the CRLB.
Lastly, we analyzed the statistical performance of the MBAPC algorithm when estimat-
ing No = 2 coefficients from phase history data corrupted by additive CWGN. In this case,
we show that the MBAPC algorithm attains the CRLB for high SNR. This result is similar
to the statistical performance analysis conducted using a single coefficient. We note the
apparent threshold region starts for each coefficient at approximately −5dB of SNR. The
deviation of the computed MSE deviates significantly from the CRLB in this region, which
is a documented behavior of nonlinear estimators operating in low SNR regions [24]. Fur-
thermore, given the orthogonality of the spatial basis sets, we suggest that the CRLB can




In this dissertation we studied the detrimental effects of atmospheric phase errors on im-
agery collected using synthetic aperture ladar (SAL) sensor. To overcome atmospheric lim-
itations imposed on SAL image quality, we proposed a model based reconstruction frame-
work and multiple model error correction algorithms to mitigate the atmospheric phase
errors. The model based reconstruction framework incorporates the spatially-variant na-
ture of the atmospheric phase error. Ignoring log-amplitude perturbations, the proposed
model based reconstruction framework matches the atmospheric SAL collection model de-
rived in [1]. In this collection model, the atmosphere imparts phase perturbations on the
transmitted field, which interacts with each of the targets in the illuminated target area.
During target interaction the isotropic target reflectivity is perturbed by the atmospheric
phase error. The atmospheric phase error evolves as the sensor platform subtends the syn-
thetic aperture, resulting in an atmospherically perturbed target reflectivity. This is a direct
result of the two-way propagation of the transmitted optical field through slightly different
atmospheric channels at each sensor platform position in the synthetic aperture.
Using the atmospheric ray trace simulation we evaluated the reconstruction perfor-
mance of three well-established autofocusing algorithms. The existing autofocusing al-
gorithms are designed to estimate and remove spatially-invariant phase errors corrupting
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phase history data from waveform-to-waveform. As the autofocus algorithm iteratively
estimates and removes phase errors from the phase history data, the corresponding recon-
structed image quality improves. We showed that for a single point target, the traditional
autofocusing algorithms are able to estimate and remove the atmospheric phase errors.
However, as more point targets are introduced into the image, the ability of traditional aut-
ofocusing degrades. This is a direct result of the atmosphere imparting a spatially-variant
phase error on the illuminated targets in the scene. We use this exercise to motivate the
research effort and develop advanced algorithms to mitigate atmospheric phase errors to
produce well-focused imagery.
To overcome the limitations of the atmosphere we introduce a sparse image recon-
struction (SIR) algorithm with three model error correction algorithms. The model error
correction step is necessary to estimate the atmospheric phase errors and incorporate them
into the collection model. The three model error correction algorithms studied in this dis-
sertation are, moving target autofocus (MTA), spatially-variant phase correction (SVPC),
and model-based atmospheric phase correction (MBAPC).
The MTA algorithm is a model error correction step originally developed for focus-
ing moving targets in SAR. We offer the first application of this algorithm to the unique
challenge of mitigating atmospheric phase errors corrupting SAL phase history data. The
newly developed SVPC algorithm directly estimates atmospheric phase errors corrupting
the phase history data. To overcome the ill-posed problem of solving for spatially-variant
phase error at each waveform in the SAL collection, we incorporated a sparsity constraint
on the nonlinear least squares estimation to encourage convergence. Lastly, we study the
efficacy of parametrically estimating atmospheric phase errors by decomposing them onto
orthogonal spatial basis sets. In the MBAPC algorithm we estimate coefficient parameters
corresponding to the spatial basis set representation of the atmospheric phase error.
In this dissertation, we developed an IQM-based parameter tuning algorithm for all
of the proposed model error correction algorithms. We arrive at the optimal algorithm
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parameters in the sense that the reconstructed image sharpness is maximized. We found
through experimentation that the MTA algorithm provided the most consistent parameter
tuning when applied across multiple operating conditions. We identified that setting the
sparsity Lagrangian to λ2 = 1, provided consistent, well-focused reconstructed imagery.
On the other hand, the SVPC algorithm proved to be the most challenging algorithm to tune.
We arrived at numerous sparsity Lagrangians, λϕ, across the various test cases presented
in this dissertation. We show that both MTA and SVPC can be tuned using a relatively
straight-forward coarse grid optimization over the sparsity Lagrangian. Both algorithms
unimodal image sharpness curves, as a function of the sparsity Lagrangian, λ2 and λϕ,
respectively. To further refine the parameter tuning, we perform a 1D optimization to arrive
at the optimal sparsity Lagrangian which occurs at the peak in the image sharpness curve.
For the MBAPC algorithm the optimal model order is not known a-priori for any of the
simulated atmospheric turbulence strengths. In order to arrive at the optimal model order
we utilize the aforementioned IQM-based parameter tuning algorithm. In this case we run
the MBAPC algorithm at increasing model orders until the reconstructed image’s sharpness
is maximized. As the model order of the MBAPC algorithm increases, the spatial basis
sets are better able to represent the atmospheric phase errors perturbing the phase history
data. Furthermore, as the spatial representation improves the reconstructed SAL image
sharpness will increase. For MBAPC we found that the reconstructed image sharpness
eventually plateaus. We select the model order of the spatial basis set to correspond to the
beginning of the plateau in image sharpness. Thus, minimizing the computational burden
of the MBAPC algorithm, while maximizing reconstructed image sharpness.
Using the atmospheric ray trace simulation we evaluate the efficacy of the proposed
spatially-variant model error correction algorithms over a wide variety of operating con-
ditions. We test the proposed model error correction algorithms ability to mitigate atmo-
spheric phase errors corrupting arrays of point targets. We show that for both fixed and
randomly varying point targets, the proposed algorithms mitigate atmospheric phase errors
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and reconstruct well-focused SAL imagery. Furthermore, we perform reconstructions of
the point target arrays onto grid 2× finer than the desired resolution. Given the a-priori
information on target sparsity we super-resolve the point target arrays while mitigating the
atmospheric phase errors. Lastly, we compute reconstruction performance curves for the
proposed algorithms using numerous i.i.d. realizations of atmospherically perturbed phase
history data as a function of turbulence strength. We noted the limitations of implementing
the image MSE and TV reference based metrics on the reconstructed imagery.
To test the algorithms further, we simulate atmospherically perturbed phase history data
in the low SNR regime (SNR = 0dB). We demonstrate the short-comings of the MBAPC
algorithm for phase history data corrupted by large amounts of additive complex white
Gaussian noise (CWGN). This is a result of parametrically modeling the atmospheric phase
error, which relies on relatively large target-to-noise ratios to avoid over-fitting the atmo-
spheric phase errors to noise. To overcome this challenge we developed a modified MBAPC
algorithm for low SNR regime. The modified MBAPC algorithm lets the SIR algorithm
perform several iterations to reduce the effects of additive noise, before MBAPC attempts
to mitigate the atmospheric phase errors. For the test cases presented in this dissertation
we found that Niter = 8 is provides reasonable reconstructions. Unlike MBAPC, we show
that the MTA algorithm has no issue mitigating atmospheric phase errors corrupting low
SNR data. Furthermore, setting the sparsity Lagrangian λ2 = 1 is shown to provide well-
focused and de-noised imagery. Further research is needed to fully understand and quantify
the SNR values where the MTA algorithm will fail.
For the last test case considered in this dissertation, we simulate two sets of linear
targets perturbed by atmospheric phase errors. This is a challenging test case, given that
multiple points coherently combine to make up each of the targets. Where, each of the
points making up the surface of the target is perturbed by an atmospheric phase error. The
result is phase history data corrupted by a super-position of all the perturbed target reflec-
tivities. Hence, this is a level of complexity we expected to be very challenging for all of the
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proposed model error correction algorithms. We found that the non-parametric estimation
algorithms, MTA and SVPC, provide the best visual reconstruction of the targets. These
model error correction algorithms are able to mitigate the atmospheric phase errors and
reconstruct a well-focused target. The MBAPC algorithm also reconstructs a well-focused
target in each case, but residual spurious reconstructions reduce the overall interpretability
of the reconstructed targets. We leave the further refinement of the algorithms for more
complex targets as a potential area of future research.
We summarize the key algorithmic conclusions presented in this dissertation in Ta-
ble 7.1. In this table, we recommend that either MTA or SVPC be used for all of the test
cases considered during this research effort. The MTA algorithm is linear, in that it solves
for the atmospheric phase errors using the complex, unit-amplitude phasor, β̄n. This en-
ables the MTA to converge on an optimal solution for the atmospheric phase error much
quicker than the SVPC algorithm. The underlying signal model for the SVPC algorithm
is nonlinear, which requires a nonlinear optimization algorithm in conjunction with the
analytical gradient to arrive at the optimal solution for the atmospheric phase errors and
produce a well-focused SAL image. Implementation of the SVPC algorithm is shown to
offer a well-focused SAL image for all the test cases, but the improvement over MTA is
marginal. Hence, the additional computational complexity inherent to SVPC does not of-
fer a significant improvement over MTA. Lastly, the optimal tuning of the MTA algorithm
was found using the IQM-based parameter tuning algorithm. We determined that the MTA
algorithm could be tuned once, using λ2 = 1, and produce well-focused SAL imagery con-
sistently over all the test cases. Alternatively, SVPC required tuning for each of the various
test cases, which is evident from the varying values of λϕ reported throughout the disser-
tation. Considering all of these factors, the MTA algorithm is the overall recommended
algorithm for mitigating atmospheric phase errors corrupting SAL data.
The last thing we study in this dissertation is the statistical performance of the newly de-
veloped MBAPC algorithm. We conduct statistical performance analysis of the MBAPC al-
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Test Case Recommended Algorithms
Point Targets MTA, SVPC, and MBAPC
Low SNR Operating Conditions MTA and SVPC
Linear Targets MTA and SVPC
Table 7.1: Table capturing which algorithms are most appropriate for the various test cases
considered in this research effort.
gorithm and validate it using a Monte Carlo simulation. Specifically, we derive the Cramer-
Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the unknown coefficient parameter used to model the atmo-
spheric phase errors in the MBAPC algorithm. We developed a Monte Carlo simulation
that generates numerous i.i.d. realizations of atmospheric SAL signal model corrupted by
additive CWGN. Under the assumption of CWGN, we show that the MBAPC algorithm is
the maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) for the unknown coefficient parameter. Further-
more, we show that the MBAPC algorithm is efficient, in that it attains the CRLB for high
SNRs.
7.1 Major Research Contributions
Over the course of this research we learned a lot about algorithms required to mitigate
atmospheric phase errors corrupting SAL data. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the
following list contains all the novel contributions made during this research effort:
• Studied SAL image quality w/ and w/o autofocus as function of turbulence strength
• Applied MTA algorithm to perturbed SAL data to mitigate atmospheric phase errors
• Developed SVPC algorithm to estimate and remove atmospheric phase errors
• Developed MBAPC algorithm to mitigate atmospheric phase errors in SAL data
• Enabled the success of algorithms with IQM-based parameter tuning algorithm
• Derived CRLB for unknown coefficient used to model phase errors in MBAPC
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• Demonstrated MBAPC is the MLE of unknown coefficient and attains the CRLB
7.2 Ideas for Future Work
In this section we identify three main areas of follow on research to deepen our understand-
ing of atmospheric effects on SAL imagery and algorithms for mitigating spatially-variant
atmospheric perturbations corrupting phase history data measured from a SAL sensor.
7.2.1 Low SNR trade study
In this dissertation we analyzed the performance of the three model error correction al-
gorithms at a single low SNR operating condition. Another area of future work will be
quantifying the reconstruction performance of the reconstruction algorithms as a function
of SNR (< 0 dB). A key technical challenge of this low SNR trade study will be the proper
selection of a reconstruction performance metric, which could lead to the development of
new performance metrics.
7.2.2 Vary image estimation step
Another area of future research could potentially be investigating the performance of the
model error correction algorithms when paired with a different image estimation step. In
this research we tested the algorithms exhaustively with a well-established sparse image
reconstruction (SIR) algorithm that enhances point-like features in the reconstructed im-
agery [14, 15, 19, 20]. Given that SAL offers realistic imagery of targets, the reconstructed
imagery may not be well approximated by a point target model for all operating conditions.
Other image reconstruction algorithms make different assumptions about the scene reflec-
tivity. For example, the Model-based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) algorithm incorpo-
rates a Q-Generalized, Gaussian Markov Random Field prior that encourages a smooth re-
construction of the unknown target reflectivity [96]. MBIR also incorporates a model error
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correction step into the reconstruction framework for SAL as well as digital holography ap-
plications of ladar sensors [96–98]. For SAL the model error correction step estimates and
removes a spatially-invariant phase error corrupting the phase history data [96]. Extending
the model error correction step in MBIR to include one of the spatially-variant model er-
ror correction algorithms explored in this dissertation would be a novel contribution to the
literature. Furthermore, developing atmospheric mitigation algorithms for MBIR will offer
new algorithms capable of enhancing different features in the reconstructed SAL imagery.
7.2.3 Study log-amplitude perturbations
The last potential area of research we offer is exploration of the efficacy of these algorithms
when SAL data is corrupted by both log-amplitude and phase perturbations. In this disser-
tation we only considered the phase perturbations imparted by the atmosphere. To simulate
these effects, we used a ray trace through phase screens to arrive at the atmospheric phase
errors perturbing the phase history data. In future work we recommend performing a full
wave propagation through the distribution of phase screens to arrive at a log-amplitude and
phase perturbed transmit (Tx) and back-propagated local oscillator (BPLO) fields. Mixing
the Tx and BPLO fields at the target offers a computationally efficient way of determining
the field values in Equation 2.8. The result will be a log-amplitude and phase perturba-
tion that varies spatially within the illuminated target area and as waveforms are simulated
throughout the synthetic aperture. The natural follow on question is, can the algorithms
presented in this work be modified to jointly estimate scene reflectivity (assumed isotropic)
and a spatially-variant model error (log-amplitude and phase perturbation)? The key tech-
nical challenge will be developing additional constraints on the algorithms to prevent the
log-amplitude estimates from corrupting the underlying isotropic scene reflectivity. Alter-
natively, a common approach for this is estimating the atmospheric phase errors at inter-
mediate planes throughout the slant path [108–110]. Several interesting topics for further
exploration would be the optimal number and placement of the phase screens throughout
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the slant path as well as exploring the efficacy of parametric versus non-parametric model-





SAL Simulation Design and Parameters
The slow-time samples, τn, correspond to angular samples throughout the synthetic aper-
ture angular extent, ∆θ. The resulting LFM bandwidth and angular extent of the SAL
sensor platform are similarly defined as,
B = (K − 1)δf (A.1)
∆θ = (Np − 1)δθ. (A.2)
Spatial-frequency spacing is inversely proportional to the resulting spatial extents of the
reconstructed imagery. The sampling frequency and pulse repetition frequency of the SAL
sensor will dictate the frequency and angular spacing, which can be used to determine the
maximum spatial extents to provide unaliased SAL imagery [10]. The range extent, Wr, is














Similarly, the spatial frequency extents of the measured phase history data determine the
spatial resolution obtained by the SAL sensor. The range resolution, δr, is inversely pro-













The extent and resolution should be matched to the remote sensing objectives [2, 3, 10].
For a SAL sensor, the sampling rates should be large enough to avoid aliasing in range and
cross-range. For the Monte Carlo and Ray Trace simulations presented in this dissertation
the cross-range extent is set to match the diffraction limited spot size in azimuth.
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Appendix B
Overview of Phase Gradient Autofocus
Phase gradient autofocus (PGA) algorithm iteratively estimates and removes a spatially-
invariant phase error from phase history data. The signal model is based in the range-
compressed domain of the collected phase history data, g̃(k, n) = g(k, n) exp(jφ(n)).
Each waveform has a constant phase error corrupting the range-compressed data. A maximum-
likelihood estimation (MLE) kernel for the phase error is derived in [37, 40]. The resulting




g(k, n)∗g(k, n+ 1)
)
. (B.1)
Considering all the collected waveforms results in a constant modulus quadratic problem
(CMQP) which is approximated using eigenvalue relaxation (EVR) throughout the litera-
ture [37, 41–46]. The algorithmic steps implemented in this dissertation are listed in the
block diagram in Figure B.1. We implement Step 5 using the adjacent waveform MLE
kernel in Equation B.1. We allow the algorithm to iterate until convergence is achieved.
We’ve experimented with defining convergence in terms of the root-mean-squared-error
(RMSE) change in the estimate of phase error from iteration-to-iteration, as well as, setting
a minimum width for the cross-range window. For the results in this dissertation, we found
that the PGA algorithm converged on reasonable phase estimates after two iterations.
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Figure B.1: Block diagram representing the key algorithmic steps in the Phase Gradient
Autofocus (PGA) algorithm [2, 37]. We implement the M = 2 maximum-likelihood esti-
mation (MLE) kernel in step 5 of this block diagram, all other steps are unchanged.
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Appendix C
Overview of Sharpness Autofocus
In this dissertation we implement a sharpness-based autofocusing algorithm for backpro-
jection imaging algorithm. In [56] a geometric interpretation of autofocusing in a back-
projection setting yields a closed form solution for the unknown spatially-invariant phase
error. This solution is optimal in the sense that it maximizes the backprojected image sharp-
ness. Using the closed form solution we implement an iterative IQM-based autofocus that
maximizes image sharpness.
Let Γ(∗) represent the image sharpness IQM-metric that operates on the reconstructed
image. We can write the backprojected image as a function of the estimate of the unknown





where b̃n is the nth phase perturbed, backprojected phase history, φ̂n is the phase correc-
tion being applied at the nth waveform, and x̂ is the backprojected image. Given that the
sharpness is computed from the backprojected image, we can write the resulting image
sharpness as a function of the unknown phase error. Let φ̂ = [φ̂1, φ̂2, . . . , φ̂Np ], we can
maximizes (or alternatively minimize the negative of) the image sharpness,
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φ̂ = arg max
φ̄
Γ(φ̄). (C.2)
We implement the sharpness autofocusing algorithm iteratively as described in the Fig-
ure C.1. We found through experimentation that upwards of twelve iterations of the sharp-
ness autofocusing algorithm produces well-focused backprojected imagery. Details of the
iterative coordinate descent and the corresponding closed form solution for the spatially-
invariant phase error can be found in [56].
Figure C.1: General block diagram of the backprojection-based sharpness autofocus algo-
rithm implemented in this dissertation [56].
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Appendix D
Overview of Sparsity Driven Autofocus
Considering a spatially-invariant phase error corrupting the measured SAL phase history
data we derive the maximum-likelihood estimator for the unknown phase error. To mitigate
the effects of the phase error we must incorporate the estimate of the phase error into the
assumed collection matrix. To do this we introduce the sparsity driven autofocus (SDA)
model error correction algorithm. The SDA algorithm is designed to work with the sparse
image formation algorithm in algorithm 1 used throughout this dissertation [14,15,19,20].
We formulate the nonlinear least squares problem relating the spatially-invariant phase
error to the measured phase history as follows,
φ̂i+1n = arg min
φn
||ỹn − Âinx̄i+1 exp(jφn)||22; (D.1)
where ỹn ∈ CK×1 is the measured phase history data, Âin = An(φ̄i) ∈ CK×M is the
updated collection matrix with the most recent (ith) estimate of the phase error, φ̄i ∈ RNp×1
is the spatially-invariant phase error across the synthetic aperture, and φn ∈ R1×1 is the nth
waveform’s phase error [15].
When expanded the spatially-invariant model error estimation step can be written, as
follows,
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φ̂i+1n = arg min
φn
(
ỹHn ỹn − 2
√











R = Re{x̄HÂHn ỹn} I = Im{x̄HÂHn ỹn}. (D.2)
A full derivation is provided in the original publication [15] and is encouraged for the
interested reader. The two previous terms correspond to the phase difference between the
measured phase history data and the current model evaluated with the most recent estimate
of the scene reflectivity, x̄i+1.
The optimal value to the minimization is the φ̂ that sets the argument of the cosine in
the expanded equation to zero [15],






The optimal estimate of the spatially-invariant phase represents the phase difference be-
tween the measured phase history data and the current estimate of the model. Using the es-
timate of the phase error, the model matrix update step incorporates the phasor, exp(jφ̂i+1n ),
as highlighted in algorithm 5. This step is essential for making sure the model converges to
the optimal solution for spatially-invariant phase error, with each iteration of the algorithm
incrementally improving the SAL collection model. We summarize the solution to the joint
optimization problem in algorithm 5.
To test the SDA algorithm we utilize the underlying vacuum SAL simulation described
in chapter 3. The pristine phase history data is then perturbed using a known spatially-
invariant phase error from three different classes of error: quadratic, power-law, and ran-
dom. Each of the three perturbed images are shown in Figure D.1 - Figure D.3. In all the
cases the phase error is estimated and plotted alongside the applied phase error. Recall that
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Algorithm 5: Reconstruction algorithm with SDA correction [15]
1 JointOptimization (x̄0, φ̄0,A, λ1, η, ε)
2 Â← A, x̂← x̄0, and φ̂← φ̄0
3 while ||x̂i−x̂i−1||||x̂i−1|| < η do
4 ImageEstimation (x̂i, λ1, ε)
5 foreach waveform: n do





7 Âi+1n ← Âin exp(jφ̂i+1n )
8 end
9 end
linear phase errors correspond to shifts in the image and do not impact the overall quality
of the reconstructed SAL image. Furthermore, the constant, 2π phase wrapped, residual
phase errors do not impact the overall image quality.
Figure D.1: Reconstruction performance of spatially-invariant model error corrected image
reconstruction algorithm. (a) Reconstructed image without model error correction. (b)
Reconstructed image with spatially-invariant correction. (c) Plot of perturbing quadratic
phase error with a magnitude of π. The algorithm parameters were set to ν = 1, λ1 = 64,
η = 10−3, and ε = 10−5.
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Figure D.2: Reconstruction performance of spatially-invariant model error corrected image
reconstruction algorithm. (a) Reconstructed image without model error correction. (b)
Reconstructed image with spatially-invariant correction. (c) Realization of a power-law
random phase error φ ∼ Pφφ(ω) = ω−p where p = −8/3. The algorithm parameters were
set to ν = 1, λ1 = 64, η = 10−3, and ε = 10−5.
Figure D.3: Reconstruction performance of spatially-invariant model error corrected image
reconstruction algorithm. (a) Reconstructed image without model error correction. (b)
Reconstructed image with spatially-invariant correction. (c) Realization of a random phase
error φ ∼ N (0, π/2). The algorithm parameters were set to ν = 1, λ1 = 64, η = 10−3,




E.1 Zernike Polynomial Basis Set Definition
Throughout this research effort we find it convenient to decompose spatially-varying phase
errors onto an orthogonal basis set (polynomial set). Zernike polynomials are a well-
established orthogonal polynomial set that is orthogonal on the unit circle. The mode set
is widely used in the atmospheric optics community and beyond to efficiently estimate and
remove aberrations and restore image quality [11, 22]. Orthogonality on the unit circle
admits mathematically-tractable analysis of field perturbations [11, 22, 111]. Furthermore,
lower-order of Zernike polynomials embody standard optical aberrations, such as, piston,
tilt, defocus, coma, astigmatism, etc. as shown in Table E.1. Making Zernike polynomials
an attractive orthogonal polynomial set to the optics community and a valid starting point
for this research effort.
Decomposing the nth pulse’s atmospheric phase perturbation onto Zernike polynomials
is done using Equation E.1. Let OL represent the lower order and OU represent the upper




















































where ρ is the radial distance, L = Dspot is the radius of the circle, υ is the radial-order
for the Zernike polynomial, µ is the azimuthal-order for the Zernike Polynomial, and o =
























z̄OL , . . . , z̄OU
]
∈ RM×No . (E.5)
yielding the following model error correction, ϕ̄n = Zᾱn ∈ RM×1, and ᾱn ∈ RNo×1.
A list of Zernike orders and how they relate to the azimuthal and radial orders is pro-
vided in Table E.1. The Piston mode (common spatial phase error) is not used in this
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analysis as all of the atmospheric perturbations vary spatially.
o υ µ Classical Name
0 0 0 Piston
1 1 1 even Tip
2 1 -1 odd Tilt
3 2 0 Defocus
Table E.1: First four Zernike polynomials z̄o [11, 22].
In Figure E.1 we plot the initial ten Zernike polynomials along with their associated model
orders. The Zernike polynomial MATLAB code used to plot the Zernike modes and imple-
ment the basis sets in the MBAPC algorithm is available online through MATLAB Central
File Exchange [112].
Figure E.1: Plot of the first ten Zernike polynomials ignoring constant term (o = 0).
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E.2 Fourier-Series Basis Set Definition
Similar to Zernike polynomials, Fourier-series basis set is well-established in the atmo-
spheric optics community as a high-fidelity phase screen modeling basis set [11,23]. Fourier-
series phase screens offer a wide-range of advantages over Zernike polynomials. Fourier-
series phase screens need not be defined on a unit-circle or circular aperture. The tradi-
tional Cartesian x and y dimensions are separable allowing for differing model-orders in
each dimension. With respect to modeling and simulation, Fourier-series phase screens are
generally considered higher-fidelity and admit a temporal component arising from Taylor’s
frozen flow that is more difficult to impart using Zernike polynomials [11, 23].











where ū ∈ RM×1 and v̄ ∈ RM×1 are vectorized mesh-grids corresponding to the SAL
image plane of diameter L. We arrive at a complex basis matrix by stacking Fourier series
modes into a matrix,
Z =
[
z̄−(Nc−1),−(Nc−1), . . . , z̄Nc−1,Nc−1
]
. (E.7)
Using this complex basis set we estimate a complex coefficient, such that the model error
correction is defined as follows,
x̃n = Tβ̄(ᾱn). (E.8)
Unlike Zernike basis set, Z ∈ CM×No and ᾱn ∈ CNo×1 are both complex values whereNo =
(2Nc − 1)2 − 1 as the constant term is ignored. The real part of the Fourier-series is kept
as the atmospheric phase perturbation, ψ̄n = Re{Zᾱn}. The model-based reconstruction
algorithm estimates complex coefficients as opposed to the aforementioned real Zernike
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coefficients.
Figure E.2: Plot of the real parts of Fourier-series modes for Nc = 2.
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Letting ỹn ∈ CK×1 be the measured phase history for the nth waveform, An ∈ CK×M be
the expected model matrix, and T ∈ CM×M represent a diagonal matrix of scene reflectiv-
ities, the estimate of the phase history for the nth pulse is defined as,
ŷn = AnTβ̄(ᾱn). (F.1)
Going through this derivation we will arrive at the gradient for both SVPC and MBAPC
algorithms. It will be immediately obvious that MBAPC gradient is the projection of the
SVPC gradient onto the orthogonal basis sets, Z, used in MBAPC.
The nonlinear least squares estimation can be represented in terms of sum of the squared
error in a vector quadratic equation. Expanding the quadratic equation we obtain the fol-
lowing,
(ỹn − ŷn)H(ỹn − ŷn) = ỹHn ỹn − 2Re{ỹHn ŷn}+ ŷHn ŷn. (F.2)
The first term in this expanded quadratic does not depend on the coefficient vector, therefore
the partial derivative of the term with respect to the unknown coefficient vector results in
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the zero vector. The last two terms in the equation depend on the unknown coefficients and
are considered in more detail when deriving the gradient.
Letting β̄(ᾱn) ∈ CM×1, Z ∈ RM×No , ᾱn ∈ RNo×1, Λ(ᾱn) = diag{β̄(ᾱn)} ∈ CM×M ,
and ξ̄Hn = ỹ
H
n AnT ∈ C1×M we find the second term’s gradient as follows,
∂
∂ᾱn






= ξ̄Hn (jΛ(ᾱn)Z). (F.4)











which yields a diagonal matrix for the exponential term as the cross terms evaluate to zero
leaving only the diagonal entries. Implementing the chain rule for partial of the unknown











where Λ(ᾱn) represents the fact that we have decomposed the spatially-variant phase onto
orthonormal basis sets represented by the coefficient vector, ᾱ. The derivative of the ar-
gument of the exponential is simply the spatial basis set used in the MBAPC algorithm,







jZᾱn = jZ. (F.9)
The last term in Equation F.2 is a quadratic function of the unknown coefficient vector.
We find it convenient to group matrices that are not functions of the unknown coefficient












is the gradient of the quadratic matrix equation. The second term results from the chain
rule, which we know from the Equation F.8. Substituting this result in Equation F.10 we






Bringing the constants out front and pulling the common matrix out to the right, we can
simplify the combined result for the gradient as follows [27],
∂`(ϕ̄n)
∂ϕ̄n





= −2j(ξ̄Hn − β̄(ᾱn)HΩn)(Λ(ᾱn)Z) ∈ C1×No (F.14)
We substitute in the original definitions for ξ̄ and Ωn then take the transpose of the result in


































respectively. We note that ∇ϕ̄n ∈ RM×1 and ∇ᾱn ∈ RNo×1. Furthermore, ∇ᾱn =
ZH∇ϕ̄n, which is a projection of the SVPC gradient onto the known spatial basis set,
Z ∈ RM×No , used in the MBAPC algorithm [27].
When implementing the MBAPC algorithm using a real spatial basis set and a corre-
sponding real coefficients, we are taking the real-part of the partial derivatives of the non-
linear least squares equation. When taking the real part of a complex number multiplied
by the imaginary number, the result is the negative of the imaginary part of the complex
number,
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Re{j(cR + jcI)} = Re{jcR − cI} = −Im{cR + jcI}. (F.20)
When implementing the MBAPC algorithm with complex spatial basis set and correspond-
ing complex coefficient vector we use the complex gradient provided in Equation F.19.
In this dissertation we implement a complex exponential Fourier-series and represent the
spatially-variant phase error as follows, [β̄i+1n ]m = exp(j[Re{Zᾱi+1n }]m); where Z ∈
CM×No and ᾱn ∈ CNo×1 [27].
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Appendix G
Derivation of Fisher Information
To arrive at an analytical expression for the CRLB, we need to solve for the partial deriva-
tive of the gradient with respect to the unknown parameter αn ∈ R1×1. In this section we























Where z̄o ∈ RM×1 is the spatial basis set of same model order as αn. In other words z̄o is




















which utilizes the previous result in Equation F.8 and the fact that the partial derivative
operates on each element of the matrix.














Utilizing the previous result in Equation F.8 and Equation G.5 we can simply substitute
them into Equation G.6 and simplify,







Substitution of the two parts back into Equation G.2 we arrive at the final equation for






−jỹHn AnTdiag{Λ(αn)z̄o}z̄o . . .





We bring the complex number j =
√
−1 out of the parenthesis, as it is common to all the
terms, which changes the sign out front of the expression. The expectation of the second
partial with respect to the posterior distribution, ỹn ∼ CN (AnTβ̄(ᾱn), σ2εI), yields the




−z̄To Λ(αn)HΩnΛ(αn)z̄o . . .
+β̄(αn)




The like terms cancel out and we are left with the final expression for the Fisher information
is,





which is an orthonormal basis set weighted version of the signal power. Orthonormal basis
set modifies the `2-norm of the vector as follows [113, 114],
||AnTΛ(αn)z̄o||22 ≤ ||AnTβ̄(αn)||22||z̄o||22. (G.11)
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Substituting in the definition of Ωn the final result for the Fisher information is






Assuming equality in Equation G.11 we obtain a Fisher information similar to that derived
in [24] for the unknown phase of a complex sinusoid. For the case where equality does not
hold, Equation G.12 will only approximate the Fisher information and result in a looser
bound on the variance of the MBAPC estimate.
Following a similar procedure, we show that the off-diagonals of the Fisher information






where the subscript denoting waveform number, n, is dropped for simplicity. We introduce
the subscript o to denote the coefficient number in the estimated coefficient vector, ᾱ ∈
RNo×1. The coefficient vector contains at a minimum the two coefficients considered in
this derivation, αo and αo′ . To arrive at the general cross information term we use assume
that the first partial of the log-likelihood is taken with respect to αo. In the following
derivation we take the second partial derivative with respect to the unknown coefficient,
αo′ .














Where z̄o ∈ RM×1 is the spatial basis set corresponding to the coefficient in the first partial
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which utilizes the previous result in Equation F.8 and the fact that the partial derivative
operates on each element of the matrix.











Utilizing the previous result in Equation F.8 and Equation G.17 we can simply substitute
them into Equation G.18 and simplify,






Substitution of the two parts back into Equation G.14 we arrive at the final equation for
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−jỹHn AnTdiag{Λ(ᾱ)z̄o′}z̄o . . .




We bring the complex number j =
√
−1 out of the parenthesis, as it is common to all the
terms, which changes the sign out front of the expression. The expectation of the second
partial with respect to the posterior distribution, ỹn ∼ CN (AnTβ̄(ᾱ), σ2εI), yields the




−z̄To′Λ(ᾱ)HΩnΛ(ᾱ)z̄o . . .
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